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Amor Sapientiae 
 

Paolo Di Leo 

(Singapore University of Technology and Design) 

 

 

The theme of these few pages is taste. What do we mean by this 

word? As everybody would be ready to admit, such a concept is quite elu-

sive as for what it points to as well as the judgment that it contains. Thus, 

the immediate problem of discerning what good taste is in contrast to bad 

taste: the concept “taste”, in other words, falls immediately into a dichotomy 

whose ultimate stance is to be found in the concept of “subjective”, indeed 

one of the most pervasive concepts of modernity, if not even the key con-

cept – in all its variations – since Descartes on. I would like, instead, to by-

pass this that seems to be to everybody an inescapable route to approach this 

concept, trying another one, which takes its moves from phenomenology. In 

order to do so, I will have to stick as much as possible and to the best of my 

abilities to the “thing itself”, as Husserl would have said; which in turn will 

require sticking to that place where things appear – θαίνονηαι – for what 

they can be, i.e. language.  

This detour on the one hand has nothing of the arbitrariness that 

sometimes every philosophical construction, based as it is on presupposi-

tions and axioms, necessarily has. For, it takes language itself as its guide 

and contents itself with listening to language, attempting to bring forth what 

in it, in language, is already thought, but nevertheless goes unnoticed to a 

systematizing approach. Language, i.e. each spoken tongue, predisposes us 

already to a certain relation to things, thus opening up an entire world, each 

time different; yet, this richness is precisely what goes unnoticed, never be-

coming the thing of thought, i.e. the thing in which thought recognizes its 

own dimension of possibility. On the other hand, this same detour may 

indeed seem arbitrary, because of the fact that it will have to unfold fol-

lowing the trace of a particular tongue – in this case Latin and its progeny. 

One might say that it is capricious to focus on a particular tongue or even on 

a family of tongues, and that because of this, such an approach is already 

flawed and destitute of any legitimacy. It does not tend to the universal, but 

it limits itself to the particular, thus loosing any right to be listened to. Yet, I 
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am not sure that he who would raise this objection knows precisely what 

“universal” is and where it finds its base. Are we to look for it in something 

that lies behind language and on which language depends? Where would 

this dimension be? Maybe in another level of reality? But then again, even if 

we admit this, how would we access this other level if not through lan-

guage? Language appears as inescapable, indeed as the dimension for the 

possibility of man and his world. Another objection may be that by focusing 

on a given tongue, this approach neglects language, which is indeed the 

universal an enquiry such as this should be focusing on. However, this 

objection is also out of track, since it thinks language as a hypostasis against 

which all tongues have to be measured as for their any claim of truth. In 

other words, this objection rests on the same assumption as the previous 

one, namely a metaphysical approach through which the universal is under-

stood as hypostasis and not as a dimension of possibility. 

This expression – dimension of possibility – points to this simple yet 

inexhaustible fact: language is that opening up and stretching out – di – of a 

space with its standing and inter-related places, arranged in such a way as to 

make measure possible – mensio<metiri = “to measure, to be measured” – 

out of which only a world, as a possibility, can come. As such, language 

cannot be understood as fixed once and for all, maybe in the mind of a god 

or – which in the end is the same – on the ground of an unshakable prin-

ciple. Language appears, instead, as the generous womb out which and by 

which a world for and through man comes to the fore and gets sustained: 

hominum divomque voluptas alma Venus. I do not quote this line from Lu-

cretius randomly: language is the voluptas, i.e. the dimension through which 

the sensual finds a voice. 

 

Our common approach to the problem posed by this question is from 

the start determined by the limits proper to the domain of aesthetics, this 

latter understood as that branch of philosophy engaged with the concept of 

beauty. Taste would then be the subjective side of the beautiful, which in its 

turn gets attracted into that same subjectivity. At that point, the concept of 

taste becomes a reference word dependent on other considerations: socio-

logical, anthropological, ethnographic as well as biographic or even neuro-

logical. In other words taste appears as a phenomenon determined by the 

human and as such totally dependent on the ways in which the human, as 

already established humanity, each time is. Man is the master of taste and 

depending on his/her circumstances his/her taste can be deemed better or 

worse or even absent (we hear many times the expression: “Such and such is 
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bereft of taste”; these few pages will try to show that this very expression 

states something impossible from the ontological point of view). Of course, 

such judgments can be and are brought fore always starting from a certain 

standpoint, which in turn is nothing else than one of the possible circum-

stances in which the human can find itself to be: hence, the ultimate word: 

de gustibus non disputandum. 

Yet, it is this that we are doing here, although not quite: for, I pro-

pose not to talk about tastes, but about taste. Not de gustibus, but de gusto. 

In order to do so, I submit that we must first of all accept to run a risk: to 

free the discussion about taste from the domain of aesthetics, that is from its 

already presupposed, but never thought dependence on the human, in its turn 

understood as preceding and hence master of taste. We must pose to our-

selves the question “what is taste?” disposing of the adjective that usually 

precede this word. How to follow the direction pointed out in this question? 

How to find, that is, a path towards that unknown x, if the links to anything 

solid – “good, bad” – are severed? I trust that we won‟t need to build any 

method, that is any path of our own, but that a path will be open to us by 

language itself, are we only willing to listen. 

Let‟s start then from the simple question: “what is taste?” This 

simplicity is only apparent. For, the very formulation hides a deep intricacy: 

namely the usage of the verb “to be”. By asking “what is taste?” we are 

already standing in the presupposition that taste is a thing, while on the other 

hand the verb “to be” fulfills here the function of a predicate, whose mean-

ing can be sustained only by adding another noun: “taste is such and such 

thing”. In other words, the verb to be fulfills the function of equating two 

things, taste and the thing taste “is”. Most people won‟t find anything 

strange in all this: after all, this is well established within the rules of gram-

mar and its logic, which all of us are very well familiar with. 

However, things might be quite more complicated than our gram-

matical logic makes them appear. It is language itself to signal the problem: 

for, in English “taste” is not only a noun, but also a verb. We say everyday: 

“what does it taste like?” e.g. This verbal usage of that very same sound 

complicates things quite a bit. If the reduction of the verb “to be” to the 

function of copula or predicate gives us the illusion of having defined some-

thing by equating it to something else – letting aside the legitimacy of this 

implicit reduction of things to defined units – the verbal usage of that same 

sound presents our definition driven passion with a challenge. How to define 

a verb? Moreover, a verb that can talk both about the object and about the 

subject, to use the traditional philosophical and grammatical vocabulary; for, 
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we can say: “this tastes good” as well as “I do not taste anything”. It seems 

that “taste” acts in between object and subject. This very acting-in-between 

represents the problem. 

First of all, it unhinges the door of our certainties from its two pivots, 

namely the subject and the object. For, it shows that there is no subject in 

possession of taste, possession out of which he/she can then pass a judgment 

of approval or disapproval. Rather, there is a receptacle of taste, a something 

i.e. that receives taste, because everything tastes. In this way, the subject has 

already lost its assumed primacy, as taste is given as a gift. Also in this case, 

we can find that language speaks at a deeper level than our speculations, 

often based on an un-reflected assumption of language: the Latin gustus is 

connected to the Indo-european root gus*, which has given also the Ger-

manic gunst, in its turn meaning “favour”. Gustus (Ital. gusto, French goût) 

is the “favour” bestowed by things, before they are reduced to objects, on 

man, before man is assumed as subject in its various interpretations. One of 

them, a very famous one, says that man is the ζῶον λόγον ἔτον, passed 

down to us in the sense it took through the Latin translation of animal 

rationale, in which man is taken as a specimen within the generic category 

of animality, whose specificity is that to possess ratio, i.e. reason. If we take 

this interpretation as a model and try to attempt a definition of what we call 

man, we could say that: “man is what receives the favor of things,” this fa-

vour manifesting itself as taste (gustus). 

Things taste, everything tastes, everything has its own taste. The ob-

jection that there are things that have no taste is rushed. Chemistry would 

tell us that what appears as a lack of taste is in fact the inability of the 

receiver to perceive certain chemical properties. However, in this perspec-

tive “taste” is already assumed as chemical particles, i.e. as defined measur-

able objects, given a priori. This perspective has already skipped over the 

in-between of tasting, i.e. of the action of taste; and by skipping it over, this 

perspective has assumed it in an un-reflected way. For, it is only in that in-

between that any further analysis of taste, be it aesthetical, chemical or 

culinary can unfold. It is in that in-between that everything emerges: man as 

the favoured of things, and things as the care of man. Only out of this di-

mension of possibility, which already and always offers itself by itself, there 

could be something as lack of taste, something that does not taste like any-

thing. This is because we are already subsumed in taste and from within it 

we can experience tastelessness. In this sense, then, tastelessness is only an-

other manifestation of tastefulness. Because everything is tasteful, i.e. full 

with taste. 
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So far, I have sketched a brief and impromptu picture of the various 

thought-paths that emerge from and again converge towards the richness of 

the word “taste”. I do not want to use the word “polysemic” as it implies on 

the one hand the centrality of a fixed meaning – fixed by whom and how?! – 

out of which all the other meanings come in a figurative way; on the other it 

(polysemy) assumes, even though implicitly, the already established exist-

ence of a subject – the mysterious “who” – on whom in turn the shifting of 

meanings depends. Neither words nor man are already given units, as a 

result language is not the possession of man, but rather man is possessed by 

language. We walk through the meanders of language, which we inhabit, as 

through the paths and alleys of a big city: we might not know the design 

they form – in fact we know it only when asked – nevertheless we move 

with ease through it. The same goes for language: we walk through its paths 

with ease, but very seldom do we become aware of their connections and 

through this, aware of the city itself we inhabit. Bringing these connections 

and the design they form to light is the work of poets and philosophers. 

The language in which this design of connections emerges clearly is 

Latin. The verb “to taste” in Latin is sapere. It indicates at the same time the 

flavour that a thing has and an aspect of the human being, which represents 

his highest possibility, namely being sapiens. What does then sapiens mean? 

Things are not said to be sapiens, rather they are sapida; man, however, is 

sapiens. The very form of the word, i.e. an active participle, hints at the fact 

that man is not sapiens as if this were a birth trait; rather, man has this as a 

possibility that as such must be acquired, and sustained. But this possibility 

is acquired in its being sustained not because man exercises a decision over 

himself and over his relation to things: this possibility is already given in the 

dimension of the in-between, in and out of which man and things emerge. 

The emergence of man and things is the emergence of what we call world, 

more often than not assuming that we are talking about something the mean-

ing of which is clear. For, we think of the world as the totality of things, 

already given as things and organized according to a certain order, whose 

logic is the task of man to discover (that is the meaning of the word 

κόζμος). So, objects on the one hand and an inquiring subject on the other. 

This is the meaning that the word sapiens takes in the designation of 

the human beings given by Linnaeus to distinguish our species from the 

other hominids: “the man who knows”. In this sense, it would have been 

better to call our species “homo sciens”, as the verb scire in Latin is the 

correspondent of the verb “to know”, and in no way the one who knows is 
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also the one who sapit, as Heraclitus noticed.
1
 In one of his conferences 

Bergson proposed that that designation be changed into “homo faber”, since 

in his opinion it is the making, the creative power of man, that not only 

characterizes him but much more makes him into man.
2
 In other words, 

Bergson advocates the stressing of the creative ability of man instead of 

stressing his ability to know anything as this or that. By doing so he wants to 

call attention to a direct involvement with things before any knowing activ-

ity of an already established subject. In this sense, as faber, man would be 

restored to a deeper, and hence more original, understanding of himself as 

free creative spirit. In man, the élan vital that creates freely finds its point of 

perpetual openness as perennial creative activity. Man is understood as free 

acting will. In this connection, which equates freedom and will, the former is 

understood as a power that acts on a matter, which in turn tends to inertia. If 

matter is inertia, i.e. the point where the creativity of will comes to a halt, 

man is instead the point where that creativity keeps operating. 

It could be showed how this view is ultimately parallel to that of 

Hegel, with the difference that Bergson gives the priority to the making, and 

within it to freedom; it can be showed as well that this view is dependent on 

Nietzsche and his will to power. But this goes beyond the scope of this brief 

reflection. I will, instead, limit myself to question how much this view man-

ages to take us out of the dichotomy subject-object. Which is precisely what 

Bergson aims to do, when he speaks of an absolute consciousness, as such 

immanent also to things. For, in this connection, the dichotomy subject-ob-

ject is simply elevated to a higher level, namely that of spirit-matter. The 

spirit creates freely, thrust as it is by its own will, and knowledge is an 

aftermath to its making: in other words, the spirit does not know what it 

does, until the making itself comes to a rest, which is the inertia of things 

fixed in a given form. Through this perspective Bergson has surely shaken 

the certainty in an a priori set of principles out of which the subject, be it the 

Platonic demiurge or the Cartesian ego, operates: this subject is able to oper-

ate because it knows the principles. In this perspective knowledge is the 

static contemplation of fixed and eternal realities, which work as paradigms 

both normatively and performatively. Bergson denies the existence of such 

                                                 
1 D-K 40 πολσμαθίη νόον οὐ διδάζκει. 
2 Cf. H. Bergson, La pensée et le mouvant, ed. Fr. Worms, Paris, PUF, 2013: “Nous 

croyons qu‟il est de l‟essence de l‟homme de créer matériellement et moralement, de 

fabriquer des choses et de se fabriquer lui-même. Homo faber, telle est la définition 

que nous proposons. L’Homo sapiens, né de la réflexion de l‟Homo faber etc…” 
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principles and thus gives back to the free unfolding of action what is its. 

However, knowledge, that what makes man sapiens, is still understood as 

the contemplation by a subject of what is fixed, although it has come to be 

fixed only at the end of a free making process. Sapiens, hence, the final state 

of stability reached by looking at what has been accomplished. 

The problem, however, remains the same: out of what does the very 

possibility for action arise? How does man make? In English there is the ex-

pression “wise hands”, which indicates that someone has a great skill at 

doing something. Usually this expression is applied to artisans. The adjec-

tive “wise” has become obscure as for its precise meaning: a wise man is 

someone, e.g., who has acquired a considerable knowledge out of experi-

ence and because of that can advice others. So, “wise” seems to point to-

wards experience, but experience looked at as the store out of which a 

subject extracts what is useful, in turn being shaped somehow by this ac-

quired knowledge. To use a philosophical term, the expression “wise man” 

is perfectly in line with the philosophy of Erlebnis. For, the subject is again 

postulated at the start as an already given entity, which will change indeed 

with the passing of time and the increment of knowledge. 

Italian has an expression similar to the English one: “mani sapienti”. 

Is “sapiente” the same as “wise”? Certainly, if we confine ourselves to what 

the dictionaries tell us, then we can say that the two words say the same 

thing. This quick, self-assured answer is sustained by the assumption, never 

questioned as such, that each word of any language is just an arbitrarily 

established signifier, which has a correspondent as arbitrarily established in 

any other language. It is, in fact, quite otherwise: for, in each language, each 

word is caught in a constellation of necessary relations with other words. 

Thus, each word is a gateway to an entire world, which as world unfolds in 

the various constellations of words that form a language. In brief, each lan-

guage is its own world. If we were to translate the word “sapiente” into 

English, respecting though the connections that it holds with other words 

and which are manifested in its very sound, we should say that a good 

translation is “tasting” or “tasteful”. The expression “mani sapienti” is then 

to be rendered with “hands that have taste”. 

What does this tell us then about the question regarding the making 

proper to man? Is it really an act of will exercised by a subject of sort on a 

matter of sort? In the meanwhile what has been gained out of what we said 

is that we have to discard a view, according to which man gets to know 

things out of an intentional gazing at them. This is what the Ancients called 

θεωρία, and which as such keeps determining the way of being typical of the 
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sciences. On this the decision between “theory” and “praxis” is predicated. 

Leaning towards one rather than the other does not make us advance at all: it 

only confirms the frame imposed by that duality. Yet, the prominence of the 

hand is something that twentieth century thought has underlined. One needs 

only to think of the two famous heideggerian categories: Zuhandenheit and 

Vorhandenheit. Things are known one way or another in relation and 

through the hand. This, however, does not go as far as bringing forth a 

“faber”. These heideggerian expressions rather show that even the “theo-

retical” knowledge is a kind of knowledge within a more primordial one, the 

premise of which is the hand. We have a hand, but not yet a “faber”. With-

out a “faber” is there a will? For, a will is someone‟s will and the will for 

something. But how do “a someone” and “a something” emerge? 

Maybe we can start from those “hands full of taste” to try to work a 

way through this question. As noticed above, the very form of the verb – a 

present participle – points to the fact that the hands themselves do not pos-

sess “sapienza”, but they acquire it through the unfolding of an activity. 

They become “sapienti”, while doing something. In this doing of theirs they 

are engaged with something, and this engagement opens up an involvement 

between those hands and that something. Only in this involvement can a 

piece of stuff start emerging like a something: before this involvement, there 

is only – there stands only – the indifference of what has not yet emerged. 

The engagement opens up an involvement within which a previously indif-

ferent piece of stuff emergences as something. This something that emerges 

is one possibility within a range of possibilities: the involvement is that 

space in which and through which the engagement lets the possible emerge. 

But so far we might be tempted to conclude that the possible emerges out of 

the action of the hand. This would mean that the engagement is flattened out 

on the hand, which would hence appear as something fixed in its charac-

teristic, i.e. in its being. However, the hand lies in the involvement as much 

as the piece of stuff does: the hand itself is nothing definite until it is put to 

use, i.e. until it is let to emerge as a possibility. Once a possibility has e-

merged from within the open space of the involvement, disclosed by the 

engagement, two possibilities, at the two extremities of the involvement 

emerge. These possibilities may be fixated as the active and the passive, as 

has been the case in the western philosophical tradition. However, this way 

of fixating them is rather questionable: for on the one hand it skips over the 

involvement, and by doing so hypostatizes an acting over against a passive 

(what will later be formalized as the subject and the object); on the other – 
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and as a direct consequence – it eliminates completely the level of the “pos-

sible”, presenting to the gaze two discrete entities. 

This result is not the fruit of a wicked perversion, but it is in a certain 

way already inscribed in the unfolding of the involvement. Once the in-

volvement has let two extremes emerge as possibilities, in daily use they 

become fixed first of all through practice. From within this practice a certain 

world emerges within which each use, as fixed already, has its place. Once 

the inquisitive eye starts looking at each fixed use, it skips over the genesis, 

so to say, of that very use, and the only way it has to look at it is as if it were 

dealing with a thing fixated that way at origin, once and for all. This is 

namely the Socratic way of engaging with things, made clear in the ques-

tioning to which Socrates subjected his interlocutors: the search on the ἰδέα, 

as the search directed through the λόγος περί ηινος. What is sought out is 

already pre-understood as a definite thing. However, the ἰδέα remains in 

Plato what is seen, i.e. what gives itself to be seen. As such it is not yet the 

Cartesian “idea”, which can be “clara et distincta” because it is not anymore 

what gives itself to be seen through things, but what the mind, the “res 

cogitans” as the subject, has actually pre-conceived and pre-grasped from 

within itself before any dealing with the “res extensa”. So, the subject and 

the object find their origin – and in a certain way their “legitimization” – in 

the involvement of two entities that that far lack as yet any definiteness. 

Within this linkage what will be the object shapes what will be the subject, 

just as much as the reverse. This linkage, which we have called involve-

ment, is a tactile one: it is based on the fact that these two entities have their 

common ground in the sense of touch. The origin of the very word “taste” 

points to this, connected as it is to the Latin tango through this latter‟s 

various derivations.
1
 It is through touch that the hand encounters the piece of 

stuff that it will manipulate. This piece of stuff does not appear from the 

start as something already definite, but rather it appears in it being bereft of 

meaning, i.e. of purpose. The way in which Italian refers to what in English 

is called “a piece of stuff” is very eloquent: “un affare”, literally “a to-do”. 

In this expression it clearly emerges that the piece of stuff is from the start 

encountered within the horizon of purpose because it points to a “to do”. 

The “affare” shows the “to-do” structure through which man always en-

gages in any involvement. But the “to-do” itself of the piece of stuff is not 

imposed – or at least not from the start and immediately – by man. This is 

because such an imposition would require an act of definition, guided by 

                                                 
1 Cf. Clas. Lat. tango>taxo>taxito> Ital. tasto, Occ. tastar, Old French taster. 
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already established criteria, which in their fixed form presuppose the already 

accomplished emergence of a subject. However, something as subject would 

emerge only out of that tactile involvement, through which a piece of stuff is 

encountered. Before this, there is the sniffing, the touching, the hearing of a 

piece of stuff; all acts that are not the collecting of sensible data to then be 

assembled into a something, the purpose of which is later to be ascertained. 

All these acts are rather the concernful involvement with what is encoun-

tered first through suspicion and even fear. For, as Vico notices, Zeus or the 

sky as a divinity is not the first thing encountered, nor is the brightness and 

the noise of the lightning and the thunder as the reconstruction out of what 

gets perceived as particles, luminous and sounding; what is first encountered 

is the fearsomeness of what is blinding bright and terrifying in its noise.
1
 

This is the originary sensory perception, because we never hear pure sounds, 

but only and always the sound of something, i.e. we are already from the 

start caught in a meaning-loaded dealing with things. It is on this, he goes 

on, that even language emerges: the mimetic attempt to capture and fix what 

has already presented itself in a certain way. The “to-do” structure appears 

very clearly in our tactile dealing with what has already announced itself 

through our fear or through our amazement. In our dealing with it, in our 

engagement through an involvement, the piece of stuff has engaged us and 

shaped our dealing with it, i.e. our recognizing in it a purpose, as much as 

we manipulate it. Again, this is made particularly clear in the mimetic nature 

of language, which as Vico said, tries to reproduce the sound and the move-

ment of things. It is the thing, through its presenting itself in the sensory 

perception, that guides our dealing with and our relating to it, up to our 

finally recognizing to it a purpose. 

What I said so far sounds quite hard, if not altogether preposterous to 

a western mind, steeped as it is in the division subject-object, in which 

dominates the definiteness of both the subject, as the imposer of meaning 

and definition, and the object, as the repository of a set of fixed characters. 

But we need only to look at the way in which an artisan works to realize that 

what has been said so far is not at all far fetched. Someone who, for ex-

ample, makes bread surely has to follow certain steps that rely on measures, 

for example the ratio of water and flour. These measures, however, are not 

exact: for, the good baker is the one who by touching and feeling the dough 

knows what is needed, if more water or more flour, if more kneading or 

                                                 
1 On G. Vico‟s ideas regarding the origin of languages cf. section 2 of book 2 of The 

New Science‟s 1744 edition. 
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some moments of rest. It is the dough that tells him what to do. And this 

“giving direction” by the stuff as for its “to-do” must have governed even 

the first involvement, when flour was not yet flour but only wheat. Things 

emerge and get known in our tacile, doing-oriented involvement with them. 

The Chinese tradition knows this very well. 

Talking about the tactile experience might seem out of place, given 

our topic, namely taste. Yet, taste even etymologically is touch, cognate of 

the Italian “tastare”. It is in this first direct tactile encounter that things ap-

pear as what they can be and concomitantly man takes on a given shape. The 

hands become “sapienti”, i.e. full of taste, because they receive it from their 

involvement with the thing. The “sapiens”, then, is not the one that knows 

out of some kind of observation of things based on an inquisitive attitude re-

garding their nature, a “sapiens” is the one who knows for having been 

seasoned in and through the involvement. 

But if “sapiens” is a peculiarity of our species, then ontologically 

there cannot be something as “lack of taste”: a taste is always there, be it 

even in the grey, anonymous, evanescent way of the most anodyne form of 

life. In fact, this very possibility is based on the ontological foundation of 

the primacy of taste in the constitution of the human phenomenon. (Could 

not this reflection on taste help us to develop a deeper understanding of what 

Heidegger has already individuated as one of the fundamental structures of 

Dasein, namely Befindlichkeit?) 

If, however, ontologically lack of taste is an impossibility, anthropo-

logically it is a phenomenon that we encounter very often; in fact, it might 

even be the norm. This is particularly apparent in the form that work has 

taken, above all in the last 200 years. What jobs as different as being a bank 

clerk and a worker at a factory have in common is the fact that the structure 

of the involvement we pointed out before is disposed of. In fact, it is al-

together to be avoided. At this level, at which the human is substitutable 

with any other human or even with a machine, we have no more the clas-

sical division subject-object (which in its most clear even though not fully 

unfolded form goes back even to Plotinus, Enn. III 8), but just two objects, 

mutually exercising a pressure on each other. This is but a pale relic of what 

we call involvement: the thing is now looked at through the granitic object-

ivity of what it has been fixed as, while what used to be the subject is 

flattened up against the objectivity of the object. Both have lost their linkage 

within the domain of the involvement, in and through which they abide 

within the domain of the possible. They are both now mere objects. The core 

of what Marx calls alienation is not to be found in the fact that in the 
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repetitive and economically dispossessed production a subject forgets itself 

as subject; but rather in the fact that a relation such as the involvement has 

never been established, or at the very least it has been inhibited to the point 

of disappearing. As a result something as a subject (still understood without 

the post-Cartesian traits that characterize this term in the modern period) has 

never been allowed to emerge. 

This lack of involvement rests ultimately on averageness, i.e. on the 

way in which the human being tends by default to deal with things once he 

has grown familiar with them. What this results into is a flattening up of the 

dimension of possibility against a standardized measure. Again, the current 

situation of the world provides us with a good example. A walk through any 

of the so-called first world metropolis, be it London or Tokyo, New York or 

Milan, would present us with the monotony of the same repeated all over 

again through an infinite series of identical malls. The reputation of food 

eaten all over the world or of clothes or of whatever else is there for sale 

does not depend on it displaying a particular taste, but precisely on the fact 

that it has no distinctive taste. As a result, diverse, culturally loaded tastes 

disappear in favor of what is average. With it is not just a product that dis-

appears, but the custodian each time of an entire culture, i.e. of an entire 

world. 

Anthropologically the homo insipiens is a possibility, in fact is per-

haps the main trait of our epoch. 

 

What have we accomplished after this long detour from the trodden 

path, in which „taste‟ is understood primarily as an aesthetic category? May-

be nothing, if the expectation was to reach a final conclusion, or even just 

the proposal and defense of a thesis. However, if what was expected was not 

a solution, then probably the gain of these few pages consists in how much 

they managed to problematize the very notion of taste. Through this prob-

lematizing that notion has appeared to be considerably larger than the 

domain of aesthetics; in fact, it has been shown to be fundamentally other 

than an aesthetic notion. As what has it appeared? 

In chapter V of Division 1 of Being and Time Heidegger argues o-

penly against the classical view according to which knowledge is the result 

of an intentional act of vision, as such guided by a reason per se already 

established as reason. Before anything like knowledge of that sort may e-

merge, a precondition is needed, namely that Dasein has already uncovered 

a world through the throwness of its Befindlichkeit. For, it is primarily 

through the determined-ness of the various moods (Stimmungen) of Befind-
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lichkeit that something is grasped, i.e. understood. Discourse, as a branch of 

Verstehen, which always accompanies Befindlichkeit, is already a way to 

bring this latter into some clarity. Thus, Befindlichkeit is postulated as al-

ready given, as a status ultimately independent of anything that is not 

Dasein itself. Yet, we may ask whether this is the case. The very example 

that Heidegger brings forth, namely „fear‟, points to the fact that a mood is 

always linked to something that sustains it and can appear in this or that 

way. However, the phenomenon of this linkage is not explored in those 

pages, but is only observed. Indeed, that linkage is already Befindlichkeit: 

but how does it emerge and by what is it sustained? 

These pages suggest that the hidden pillar of Befindlichkeit is indeed 

taste, that tactile open domain through which things emerge to us and we 

emerge to ourselves, that reciprocal engagement that opens up the involve-

ment. As such then taste would stand as the fundamental phenomenon of the 

disclosedness of the Da, which being always a certain Da (my Da, the Da of 

a Russian or the Da of my friend) is the space where a certain uncovered-

ness comes to the fore, i.e. a certain truth is brought forth. It is thanks to this 

phenomenon that the diversity of cultures emerges, each culture striking us 

with always quite unpredictable ways to deal with things, of representing 

them, of imagining a possible world. In taste and its vast spectrum of possi-

bilities is kept and made possible the versatility of the human phenomenon. 

That is why the old Latin saying, de gustibus non disputandum, is in a way 

correct: judging tastes is as pointless as judging an evidence, which as such 

imposes itself as what it is. Judging a taste is the attempt to disprove the 

truth, which is such not thanks to some criteria written God knows where, 

but thanks to the making-truth proper to taste itself. Who could judge wheth-

er Chinese or Indian art are bereft of “good taste”? The point, in fact, is not 

at all to attempt such a judgment; nor is it, though, to stop at the negligent 

tolerance based on a presupposed value that each culture possesses. The 

point is to learn such an attitude, whereby in front of the manifestation of the 

most alien to us taste, we are already on the path to try understanding as if 

from within – i.e. not through preconceived formulas – that truth that still 

shines through the vestiges of that taste. And this much more urgently in our 

era, in which the growth of the „global man‟ brings with itself the spreading 

of a taste that is the same every time and everywhere. 

Through the development of the Western philosophical tradition, the 

figure of the philosopher has manifested itself as that of the great demiurge, 

who creates an order out of his superior grasping of the founding principles 

of reality. The technocracy the entire world is now getting increasingly 
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wrapped in is nothing else but the becoming real of Bacon‟s philosophical 

dream. Thus, philo-sophos is the lover of that knowledge, whose origin is 

ultimately himself. In front of this sophia things have already disappeared, 

because they are deemed a nothing. However, what would our world be like, 

should the philo-sophos turn into an amator sapientiae? 
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 I shall here examine the ties that connect Emmanuel Levinas to 

Jean-Poul Sartre‟s aesthetic problematic. I pursue the track of interpretation 

opened by Levinas‟s 1948 art-essay, “Reality and its Shadow”, and its 

preface in the journal Les Temps Modernes which is very keen to emphasise 

the intellectual link to Sartre. The key points identified in Levinas‟s essay in 

the preface give valuable indications to the fundamental issues of contention 

(e.g. the problems of disengagement, reintegration, the eidos of art);
1
 as 

such, they also provide a framework in which the most apparent features of 

Levinas‟s ethical phenomenological-aesthetic undertaking can be spelt out. 

 My investigations are based on the insight that the turn towards 

ethics in Levinas‟s aesthetic problematic is carried out in the course of 

criticism of Sartre (and that the turn implies a move from a metaphysical-

aesthetic problematic heavily influenced by M. Blanchot towards Sartrean 

issues). “Reality and its Shadow” was written in a disagreement with – but 

                                                 
1 “Préface à „La réalité et son ombre‟”, Les Temps Modernes 38 (1948), pp. 769-70. 

The editorial preface faults Levinas for not examining Sartre‟s ideas on engaging 

literature; accordingly, it seems evident that the writer of the preface is not Sartre 

himself but a fellow member of the editorial team of Les Temps Modernes (here 

abbreviated at the end of the text – instead of giving the initials of the author him or 

herself – as “T.M.”) speaking up for Sartre. This person was most probably Maurice 

Merleau-Ponty. In the following, I am using the words “editor”, “the writer of the 

preface” and Merleau-Ponty‟s name interchangeably. 
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also under the influence of – Sartre‟s views on art in What is Literature?. 

However polemical Levinas‟s essay is, it shows signs of influence of the 

same eidetic problematic that occupies Sartre – with an ethical twist, this 

time. It is easy to see that Levinas‟s championing art in criticism over a-

gainst disengaged, plastic art is the outcome of a reaction against Sartre‟s 

thesis on committed art and his aversion to the work of the critic. Converse-

ly, Levinas‟s stress on expression in the critical act and the unique capacities 

of modern literature has an affinity with Sartre‟s insights into the donation 

and the prevalence of truth in prose writing. I attempt to define the most 

important links between the two thinkers following the indications of the 

editor – on occasion hinting at Merleau-Ponty‟s own implicit criticism of 

Sartre‟s aesthetic views, too. 

Generosity and Disengagement. As Levinas sees it, the core of the 

arts is entirely “plastic”: it involves a purely aesthetic, demonstrative, and 

self-enclosed state. According to the second section of “Reality and its 

Shadow”, the talk is about something like the aesthetic experience in the 

traditional vocabulary: an essentially solitary, participatory encounter with 

the work of art, with everyday consciousness heavily modified in it. In the 

preface to the essay, this modification inherent to the realm of art and 

literature is defined as a pre-human environment, placed before the real 

world. For Levinas, it is argued here, the artist is not a man any more in the 

strict sense of the word. As the editor specifies, in this reading of artistic 

consciousness there can be no talk of generosity. Here he is apparently 

pointing to the radicalism of Levinas‟s position, namely, that the distance of 

art from the world is so great that it does not get saved in the basic mechan-

ism of art described by Sartre, that is, by calling on other freedoms to revive 

the work in living signification. 

The introduction of the Sartrean category (generosity) in this con-

text is beyond a doubt very interesting. It is intriguing in the sense that this 

contrast between Levinas and Sartre covers a comparison between two 

readings of artistic consciousness on account of which a number of insights 

come to the fore in both directions. Merleau-Ponty puts his finger on some-

thing important by bringing generosity into play here. In the case of Sartre, 

it turns out for instance that disengagement is also a cumbersome issue, ex-

cept he knows how to deal with it. The gravity of art‟s standing out of the 

world is quite explicitly admitted by Sartre. The editor, it appears, wants to 

suggest contra Levinas that the arts belong to the world; yet he does that by 

first acknowledging the dilemma addressed by Levinas and then outlining 

the ties that, on his view, connect art to the world. 
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Generosity as a Dilemma. The problem of disengagement is quite 

clearly an important one for the editor and for Sartre himself. Both are 

equally concerned about the fundamental difficulties of artistic communica-

tion, which keep returning, disturbing even the most successful artistic ex-

pression time and again. As is argued in the preface, even if the reintegration 

of the inhuman goes well and there is a link established between author and 

public (e.g. the literary work is understood as words or a question addressed 

by author to his or her public) the essential solitude of the writer prevails. 

There is a certain dreamy quality of literary and artistic expression, which is 

basically – according to the editor – a putting itself into question. The writer 

ends up as a mauvais partisan: someone who is – to open this metaphor – 

maintaining some situation from the outside, without ever obtaining a rank 

in the real world.
1
 

The main source of these problems is identified by the writer of the 

preface as the image of poetry (and other arts), which, he claims, does not 

signify the way prose does, since it manages “to unify minds without pas-

sing through the concept”.
2
 On Sartre‟s view (as seen by Merleau-Ponty 

here) the poet‟s primary interest lies in the “humus”
3
 transmitted by words, 

which is characteristically rich in significations and falls below the concept. 

In stressing the role of the image, the editor is basically alluding to the proc-

ess of reification, the medium losing its transparency and turning into a mere 

thing, which characterises poetry and the arts in general. (It suffices to 

consult the beginning of the first essay in What is Literature? on this point).
4
 

What is remarkable though is that, a few lines below, the editor extends the 

validity of this process to the language of prose as well. This move, however 

surprising, is not entirely unacceptable, especially in light of Sartre‟s own 

cautioning in an important footnote of What is Literature?: while main-

taining the eidetic difference between prose and poetry, Sartre admits here 

that the sharp contrast stretches only between the extreme cases of pure 

prose and poetry and is used for the sake of clarity. While the essential 

distinction certainly holds, Sartre admits that in reality there is an element of 

prose in all poetry, and, the other way around, prose always contains a little 

                                                 
1 Ibid., p. 769.  
2 Ibid., p. 770. The editorial preface of “Reality and its Shadow” is, unfortunately, 

not translated into English. All quotes here and below are my translations. 
3 Ibid., p. 770.  
4 Sartre, What is Literature?, trans. Bernard Fretchman, New York: Philosophical 

Library, 1949, p. 13-19. 
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bit of poetry.
1
 Merleau-Ponty touches on this footnote on the slight element 

of defeat carried even in the clearest prose, and sells it here as an argument 

in Sartre for the overall dominance of the image and the downfall of direct, 

transparent signification in art. (Merleau-Ponty quotes Sartre‟s essays: “la 

prose plus sèche renferme toujours un peu de poésie” and “aucun prosateur, 

même le plus lucide, n‟entend tout à fait ce qu‟il veut dire”).
2
 Apparently, 

the editor does not respect the eidetic difference and the exceptional status 

of prose-writing; on his view, all art seems to carry an element of plasticity, 

that is the extent to which the writer does not fully understand what he or 

she says. 

Whether Merleau-Ponty does this in order to make his own point 

more consistent or because he suspects a latent contradiction between the 

first and the second essay of What is Literature? and, as a result, he aims to 

reduce the harsh dualism of Sartre‟s aesthetic scheme, is an interesting 

question. Diminishing the distinction given to prose and thereby also the 

engagement – in the ethical and political sense – inherent to prose-writing 

and reading could be taken as a characteristical Merleau-Pontian move, 

slightly distancing himself from Sartre already at this point in time, in 1948. 

Making reference to a footnote rather than the main body of text in the case 

of such an idiosyncratically Sartrean and, to be fair, problematic point, 

verges on turning a deaf ear to Sartre‟s underlying message, to say the least. 

It is certainly no surprise to see Merleau-Ponty develop in a way Sartre‟s 

thesis on the “silences of prose” carrying a poetic quality in Indirect Lan-

guage and the Voices of Silence
3
 and refute the essential distinction of prose 

once and for all – turning the dagger offered by Sartre totally against him-

self, as it were. 

                                                 
1 “It goes without saying that in all poetry a certain form of prose, that is, of success, 

is present; and, vice-versa, the driest prose always contains a bit of poetry, that is, a 

certain form of defeat; no prose-writer is quite capable of expressing what he wants 

to say; he says too much or not enough … [I]t is for the purpose of greater clarity 

that I have been considering the extreme cases of pure prose and pure poetry. 

However, it need not be concluded that we can pass from poetry to prose by a 

continuous series of intermediate forms. If the prose-writer is too eager to fondle his 

words, the eidos of „prose‟ is shattered and we fall into highfalutin nonsense. If the 

poet relates, explains, or teaches, the poetry becomes prosaic; he has lost the game. It 

is a matter of complex structures, impure, but well-defined”, ibid., p. 37. 
2 Les Temps Modernes, p. 770. 
3 Signs, trans. R. Mccleary, Evanston IL: Northwestern UP, 1964, pp. 39-83. 
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To go back to the preface: according to the editor, the enterprise of 

human expression in artworks finds itself in a weird situation.
1
 Certainly, the 

talk is still about a significational act in as much as one is to communicate 

with another, one freedom calling on another. However, the editor reminds 

his readers, there is no real, intelligible world out there, only various free-

doms in their singularity brought together, looking to raise a communica-

tional medium from the disengaged pieces and include his or her own 

signification in the texture of the world. 

Still, the editor takes all this on the positive – more so than on the 

negative – side. He seems to play down the difficulties threatening artistic 

and literary communication by focusing on Sartre‟s solution. This might be, 

to some extent, expected given the generally critical directions of this short 

text; the preface is obviously not meant to bolster but to tame the message of 

“Reality and its Shadow”. While recognising the difficulties inherent to the 

remoteness of aesthetic consciousness, Sartre – as seen by the editor – still 

takes a more optimistic stance than Levinas. Although Sartre would agree 

with Levinas that “the consciousness of art ought to be saved from itself”,
2
 

in the end, Sartre has less suspicion towards art. Even if they share the same 

scruples about the difficulties of literary and artistic expression, Sartre is of 

the view that art and literature can save themselves when they are re-

established in signification. It is the generosity of the reader‟s or beholder‟s 

consciousness that will, in spite of the difficulties, maintain ties with the 

world. The editor discusses how, on Sartre‟s view, the freedom of art has 

accomplices in every single person: it can call on other personal freedoms to 

awaken the work. 

3. Generosity as a Problem – the Exigency of Criticism. As for Le-

vinas, this contrast in the attitudes towards the disengagement of the aes-

thetic has important consequences, too. The preface is, in the end, to be read 

as a (pre-)reaction to the text that is to follow, which guarantees that Levinas 

offers a markedly different treatment of the purely image-based side of art 

and for good reason. Here it suffices to concentrate on the most apparent 

features of the divergence between the two views. This divergence is, if 

anything, about the necessity to introduce a critical act in Levinas. The two 

thinkers start from the same premises and they end up with totally different 

conclusions. They are equally concerned about saving art from itself; still, 

they react in essentially different ways to this exigency. Whereas for Sartre 

                                                 
1 Ibid., p. 770. 
2 Ibid., p. 770. 
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art is capable of saving itself, for Levinas it seems it cannot. And this is not 

to be understood merely as an interesting detail in “comparatistics”: as a 

number of references in “Reality and its Shadow” prove, Levinas takes Sar-

tre‟s essays as a starting point and develops his own scheme in response to 

them. In brief, it could be argued that for Levinas the main problem is not 

that art will be saved but that it will be saved by itself. As such, one of the 

most outstanding features of Levinas‟s scheme with respect to his intellec-

tual environment is the exigency of the critical act. 

Apparently, Levinas does not think that the purely aesthetic core 

dominated by materiality (which is, according to Merleau-Ponty‟s preface, 

characteristic of all art) can make its way back to the world automatically 

within a solitary reading process. For him, aesthetic intimacy may provide 

the means of animating the image to a degree, but never fully, so that all its 

equivocations and ambiguities would be straightened out – at least not as if 

it were part of the world for real. Without a doubt, the reader awakens Ras-

kolnikov by filling out, as Sartre phrases it in the second essay, the shadow 

frame of Raskolnikov with his or her own hatred and love.
1
 The reader gen-

erously gives his or her personal freedom with all his passions and values to 

the job of creating this character alongside the guidance of the writer; still, 

whatever happens there will remain an aesthetic actualisation, with all the 

characteristics of an aesthetic mini-world with mini-time, a substitute for the 

real.
2
 This way, the detachment from the image and its weighty materiality 

towards the world is not executed – the saturation of the image is merely 

                                                 
1 “Raskolnikov, as I have said, would only be a shadow, without the mixture of 

repulsion and friendship which I feel for him and which makes him live. But, by a 

reversal which is the characteristic of the imaginary object, it is not his behaviour 

which excites my indignation or esteem, but my indignation and esteem which give 

consistency and objectivity to his behaviour. Thus, the reader's feelings are never 

dominated by the object, and as no external reality can condition them, they have 

their permanent source in freedom; that is, they are all generous for I call a feeling 

generous which has its origin and its end in freedom. Thus, reading is an exercise in 

generosity, and what the writer requires of the reader is not the application of an ab-

stract freedom but the gift of his whole person, with his passions, his prepossessions, 

his sympathies, his sexual temperament, and his scale of values. Only this person 

will give himself generously; freedom goes through and through him and comes to 

transform the darkest masses of his sensibility”, What is Literature?, p. 49f. 
2 On this point, see Richard Cohen, “Uncovering the difficult universality of the 

face-to-face”, Levinasian Meditations, Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 2010, 

p. 244. 
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deepened. The talk is about the consciousness of an aesthetic event in which 

the subject is rhythmically tied and radically altered: it is “paralysed in its 

freedom”.
1
 Levinas‟s conclusions fly in the face of Sartre‟s: in receiving a 

work, the flow of consciousness is not unchained and, as was argued above, 

raised to unique levels of freedom, but, to the contrary, brought down to a 

significantly lower niveau, a rudimentary state. As a matter of fact, the free-

dom attempting to raise the inert materiality fails. Hence Levinas‟s insist-

ence on philosophical criticism, the work of a freedom reinterpreted, re-en-

gaging the image in an effective way. Since reality in a work of art is not 

fully raised, since it is raised only in an aesthetic mode, it needs assistance 

by a sober-minded critical activity capable of truly reintegrating the aesthet-

ic whole within the ranks of the world. 

4. Levinas’s Basic Divergence in Terms of Ethicising Art – the Role 

of the Other. This latter point on the differences in generosity and freedom 

offers a lot of food for thought. It needs to be opened up a bit with view 

especially to Sartre‟s ethical phenomenological edifice. Sartre describes the 

course of reception (reading) as a donation, a gift, in which things are 

brought to the world through the generosity of another. The work is never a 

mere datum or part of nature: it is the recovery of a world in such a way that 

the source of this world appears to be human freedom. It is intentionalised 

by someone. There is a pact of generosity between reader and writer in as 

much as, in the intentionality of the work, both rely on and induce one an-

other‟s freedom. The Other is of key importance here. All this has clearly 

ethical overtones.
2
 

Naturally, for Levinas, this way of ethicising art is not satisfactory. 

The ethical in this system coexists with ontological-aesthetic exigencies; in 

search of an invisible presence
3
 – an underlying essence – of the world, the 

merits of the work of art are appreciated, and as such, if only tangentially, 

certain ethical qualities come to light in the contribution of concretising 

intentionality. Along these lines, a fundamental difference between the two 

methods of ethicising art comes to the fore. By studying Guardi‟s vedute so 

much admired by Sartre, the underlying essence of the city might resurface 

in a human flow of consciousness and a piece of the world might be miracu-

                                                 
1 “Reality and its Shadow”, Collected Philosophical Papers, trans. Alphonso Lingis, 

Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff, p. 4. 
2 What is Literature?, op.cit., p. 52. 
3 Sartre, “The Unprivileged Painter”, Portraits, London: Seagull books, 2009, p. 

557f. 
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lously recovered.
1
 Does not the real Venice come to the fore looking at the 

masterful view of the Grand Canal with San Simeone Piccolo and Santa 

Lucia (c. 1780)? Seeing these evanescing lines, something one felt but, liter-

ally, never saw on visiting there is brought to consciousness. And, indeed, 

the ethical relation between painter and beholder is not to be ignored in this 

re-foundation of meaning: in the intentional rebirth of the work these two 

gently rely on one another and bring to a head what is implied in the mute 

and self-complete givenness of forms and shades in paint. Art needs this 

communication between I and non-I; it would be non-existent without this 

act of donation. The ethical contribution is part and parcel of it. The aesthet-

ic resides in intentionality and the sacrifice – compared to a walk of Passion 

by Sartre
2
 – that goes with the humility with which the beholder gives him 

or herself over to the work and keeps it in motion. 

Conversely, Levinas is not interested in recovering the world in its 

aesthetic totality and the simultaneous stressing of the ethical purport of 

human freedom in this recovery. These are two basic features of the Sartrean 

view. Levinas does not want to know about the spectacle and the categorical 

imperative unfolding in the event of consciousness running the spectacle (in 

the responsibility felt once one has picked up and opened a book), as Sartre 

would do.
3
 Levinas‟s research is ethically dominated through and through – 

not ontologically-aesthetically with an added ethical twist (however impor-

tant the ethical contribution of the awakening consciousness may be). 

One wonders, though, what would happen to the work of awaken-

ing under these conditions. How is the inert materiality raised out of disen-

                                                 
1 Ibid., pp. 551-3. 
2 “The belief which I accord the tale is freely assented to. It is a Passion, in the 

Christian sense of the word, that is, a freedom which resolutely puts itself into a state 

of passivity to obtain a certain transcendent effect by this sacrifice”, What is 

Literature?, p. 49. 
3 “Kant believes that the work of art first exists as fact and that it is then seen. 

Whereas, it exists only if one looks at it and if it is first pure appeal, pure exigence to 

exist. It is not an instrument whose existence is manifest and whose end is undeter-

mined. It presents itself as a task to be discharged; from the very beginning it places 

itself on the level of the categorical imperative. You are perfectly free to leave that 

book on the table. But if you open it, you assume responsibility for it. For freedom is 

not experienced by its enjoying its free subjective functioning, but in a creative act 

required by an imperative. This absolute end, this imperative which is transcendent 

yet acquiesced in, which freedom itself adopts as its own, is what we call a value. 

The work of art is a value because it is an appeal”, ibid., pp. 48-49. 
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gagement in this scheme of radical alterity ethics? Indeed, the dominance of 

the ethical can be easily identified in Levinas‟s take on the concretisation of 

works and the role played by the Other there. The ethical ideal working in 

his thinking dictates that the actualisation of the work cannot take its course 

in a solitary consciousness, with the Other on the horizon, gently accompa-

nying the reader (or, the other way around, the writer). Merleau-Ponty quite 

rightly suggests in the preface that there can be no generosity in the inten-

tionality of the work for Levinas. The signification that the Other provides 

demands a fundamentally different setting. This does not, however, mean 

that the phenomenological procedure of filling in goes out the window. 

Merleau-Ponty‟s remark that in Levinas‟s system truth is reserved not for 

generosity but for philosophy and action
1
 might imply this and, further 

along these lines, that the work is to be treated as a mere datum on the 

outside with philosophical-corrective measures. This is, it seems to me, not 

the case. Levinas remains, despite what his heavy metaphysical bias might 

suggest, a phenomenologist here; for him the work is not a mere thing lying 

out there but something to be awakened.
2
 The contribution of another person 

is not ignored but redefined in the Reality-article; there is some sort of a 

concretisation proposed there (and left unnoticed by the editor). As the 

editor puts it, Levinas renews the ties between disengaged thought and the 

Other in his essay.
3
 Similarly to generosity, the work is awakened in relation 

to another, yet this time with a face and in an essentially verbal procedure. 

And, this interaction is a highly challenging encounter where one’s freedom 

is questioned, tried and tested – surely not unfolding in a generous encoun-

ter, as Sartre would have it. The exposure to the Other and the ruptures of 

critical discourse mean leaving the confines of consciousness here.
4
 This is 

                                                 
1 Les Temps Modernes, p. 769. 
2 In other words, the image is still an image to fill in for Levinas, despite his sympa-

thies with Blanchot and Blanchot‟s directly counter-phenomenological reading cen-

tring on the work of resemblance behind the image. 
3 Ibid., p. 770. 
4 At the end of the essay, the tone of Levinas‟s text changes radically: after banishing 

the aesthetic in art, he starts to speak highly of philosophical criticism which, other 

than pertaining to the practice of art, sees value in images. “The value of images lies 

in their position between two times and their ambiguity ... Myth is then at the same 

time untruth and the source of philosophical truth …”, (“Reality and its Shadow,” p. 

13). Based on this position, it is reasonable to argue that Levinas treats art as funda-

mentally ambiguous: both as a world closed on itself, lying outside of ethical sig-

nification, and also as a source of philosophical truth in its critically developed form. 
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the only way the world can be fully awakened, in its ethical entirety. On top 

of the mute aesthetic process partially awakening reality, it is in the critical 

act that the resurrection of the world is finally realised. 

5. Freedom – the Major Discrepancy. These are, I think, the most 

apparent characteristics of Levinas‟s ethical critique; and, amongst them, it 

is his relation to freedom that seems to play the central role in this critique. 

The most elemental and deep-seated motivation behind Levinas‟s critique 

comes to the fore in his treatment of freedom. Levinas‟s view is primarily 

focused on tackling human freedom as it is unleashed in the aesthetic event. 

Indeed, almost all the qualms Levinas has over the aesthetic go back to this 

issue in one way or another. 

This dominance of freedom in the aesthetic problematic is certainly 

no surprise as the philosophical critique of this notion falls directly in the 

focus of Totality and Infinity. His stance on freedom is especially manifest 

in his disagreement with Sartre as it is presented in certain sections of this 

book. Even by quickly browsing through these pages, it becomes evident 

that the introduction of the critical over the aesthetic phase is a fairly calcul-

able move – it is part of the major systematic changes initiated by Levinas. 

Given Levinas‟s overall metaphysical position, it comes out as a completely 

logical step, almost verging on the trivial. The critique of generosity in 

reception proves to be a critique levelled against a “glorious spontaneity”
1
 

whose excessive powers need to be curtailed. By discarding the ruling con-

ception of freedom in his philosophical work, Levinas creates a climate in 

which aesthetic spontaneity becomes questionable. 

Yet, that is not the final word on the issue; further analysis could 

show that the version of freedom preferred by Levinas leaves plenty of room 

for the arts. Despite what it seems, Levinas is not trying to do away with 

freedom but rather assigns new meaning to it. Freedom is highly important 

for him, too; it is just that he takes it in a “difficult” or invested sense
2
 that 

unsettles its own condition. All this naturally also resonates in his reading of 

art; as a matter of fact, it is on the basis of a redefined freedom that Levinas 

manages to renew the ties between disengaged thought and the Other. By 

speaking for freedom invested in the face-to-face, Levinas ventures into ad-

vocating a critically-developed conception of art over and against the aes-

thetic event. 

                                                 
1 Levinas, Totality and Infinity, An Essay on Exteriority, trans. Alphonso Lingis, 

Pittsburgh: Duquesne UP, 1969, p. 84. 
2 Ibid., p. 303. 
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Højt på en gren en krage 
 

En historie fra halvtredserne 

 

Bent Bjerge 

 

Magnus Kragh Mikkelsen var vokset op med Vesterhavet som nabo. 

Her havde han lyttet til dødens stemme i stormene, og her havde han set, at 

kampen for brødet nogle gange kunne være med livet som indsats. 

Han blev født under en rasende orkan, der rev det halve tag af fami-

liens beskedne fiskerhytte. 

Vindstødenes brøl havde fuldstændig overdøvet moderens skrig un-

der fødslen, og selv om bedstemoren, der var forstyrret i hovedet, antog, at 

dette sceneri af naturens voldsomme kræfter varslede en betydningsfuld 

fødsel, så kom der kun et skravl af en unge ud på lagenet. Lige efter fødslen, 

mens stormen piskede regnen rundt i stuen, bad bedstemoren Vorherre tage 

den lille stakkel til sig igen, for han ville aldrig kunne klare sig mod storm 

og sygdom. 

Men knægten hagede sig til morens bryst og sugede livet i sig. Han 

klarede de første skær, men blev aldrig nogen kraftkarl. 

”Han skal studere!” erklærede faren, inden barnet var blevet tørret”. 

Han er for spinkel til at fiske. Her går han for meget ud efter moren!” 

Og så satte faren penge i banken til drengens studier, selv om fami-

lien så måtte sulte. 

”Vi behøver ikke kød på bordet hver dag!” forklarede faren sin kone, 

der var lille og underernæret. ”Hvad vi undværer i vore maver nu, vil knæg-

ten senere få i hovedet!” 

Og så spiste de grød og fisk og skålede i vand på drengens fremtid. 

Magnus Kragh Mikkelsen tog til København for at læse teologi, men 

klarede ikke studierne. Han rejste tilbage til Vestjylland, hvor han fik stilling 

som kordegn i Snarbæk Kirke. Kort efter flyttede han ind i en lille toværel-

ses kvistlejlighed med små vinduer og udsigt til byens kro og kirkegård. 

”Her er stille og fredeligt!” tænkte han. ”Her kan jeg få ro i mit 

sind!” 
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Lige som sin far satte Magnus penge i banken. Bankbogens tal gav 

ham tryghed, lige som Biblens ord gav ham fred i sjælen, og han læste med 

stor optagelse i begge bøger. 

Men under salmesangen i kirken kunne hans tanker abstrahere fra 

Grundtvig og Kingos lovprisninger og sysle med muligheder for yderligere 

besparelser på det daglige husholdningsbudget. 

Angsten for barndommens fattigdom sad dybt i ham. 

Han sparede på varmen. 

Om vinteren sad han i tykke uldtrøjer i en lænestol under en gammel 

olmerdyne arvet efter bedstemorderen og læste bøger under en 4o watts 

nøgen pære. 

Når han studerede Bibelen og sin bankbog, der ikke afslørede noget 

nyt for ham, flyttede han sig over i en anden lænestol, hvor han tændte en 15 

watts pære. 

Han gik altid i mørkt jakkesæt. 

”Kragen” kaldte man den mørke mand, der altid vraltede af sted som 

en beruset, selv om han forsagede enhver form for alkohol. 

Mangel på motion og frisk luft, for dårlig kost og en kold og fugtig 

lejlighed svækkede og undergravede med tiden hans helbred. Tallene i bank-

bogen så fine ud, men han havde mørke rande under øjnene og var ofte syg. 

En kronisk virussygdom på stemmebåndet gav ham bestandig problemer. 

Under sangen i kirken eller ved indgangsbønnen kunne hans stemme slå o-

ver i et skingrende hyl, der lød, som om der sad en orgelpibe fast i hans hals. 

Det udløste lidt fnisen hist og her i kirkekrogene, og graveren, der ellers var 

en alvorstung person og som regel tavs som de grave, han selv gravede, hav-

de døbt ham ”Pivekragen,” og mente, at lidelsen skyldtes overdreven om-

gang med kirkeorgler. 

Kun sjældent blev Magnus Kragh Mikkelsen inviteret på kaffe i præ-

stegården, men når det skete, tog han godt fra ved bordet. 

"Hvordan kan en så lille, splejset mand rumme så meget kage?" 

spurgte præstekonen forundret sin mand en aften, da gæsten var gået. 

"Det kan han heller ikke!" svarede præsten. "Så skulle han da have en 

bændelorm så stor som Midgårdsormen til hjælp. Og den kan ikke være i 

hans mave. Så vi står over for et uforklarligt fænomen. Men vi må dog kon-

statere, at hvis vor krage lider nogen en form for spisevægring, så viger han 

dog fra denne lidelse, når han er her!” 

"Du tager alt for let på det. Jeg er faktisk bekymret for ham!" 

Præsten sagde, at det var han også, men der blev ikke gjort noget ved 

det. 
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Efter dagens arbejde trak Kragen sig tilbage til sin kvistlejlighed, 

hvor han krøb sammen i en mørk krog som en syg fugl, der ville undgå at 

blive set. 

Han var nu først i halvtredserne. 

Når han talte med folk, veg hans blik, og han rystede af nervøsitet, 

inden han foran menigheden i kirken skulle bede eller synge. 

"Der sidder de!" tænkte han. "Som et publikum foran en revyscene. 

De venter kun på, at jeg skal kvaje mig. At min stemme skal svigte, så de 

kan få noget at grine af. Jeg føler, at de allerede griner indvendig. Jeg kan 

næsten høre det, selv om jeg ikke kan se det på dem. De kommer i Vor-

herres hus for at høre om frelse og næstekærlighed, og så sidder de Gud 

hjælpe mig med ondsindede tanker og fryder sig over dem!" 

Og nogle af de fromme kirkegængeres interesse for Kragens poten-

tielle fiasko, når hans stemme knækkede over, var faktisk en stærk konkur-

rent til præstens prædiken og øvrige virke. 

Magnus mistede troen på menneskene – og på sig selv. 

En dag besluttede han sig for at sætte punktum for sit mørke liv, og 

da han først havde truffet den beslutning, kunne afsættet til evigheden ikke 

ske for tidligt. 

Dagen efter opsøgte han en advokat og fik testamenteret sin efter-

hånden betragtelige formue til sultende børn i Asien og Afrika. Det skar 

ham i hjertet, men han følte, at døden så ville blive lettere for ham. 

Men hvordan skulle han slå sig selv ihjel? 

Han forsøgte at få sin læge til at ordinere et læs sovepiller, men læ-

gen ville kun ordinere 10 af de milde, og det mente Kragen ikke var nok til 

at sende ham over skellet, selv om han var udmagret og svagelig. Og der var 

ikke tid til at spare op af pillerne. 

Hænge sig ville han heller ikke. Det var uæstetisk. Det fik ham til at 

tænke på smeden derhjemme i landsbyen, da man fandt ham i et udgået 

elmetræ i baghaven. Han så lidet begavet ud. Så hellere kaste sig ud fra kir-

ketårnet. Det stod sig bedre for en kordegn, syntes han. Men da han var 

kravlet op i tårnet, fandt han, at afstanden ikke var rigtig. Han blev svimmel 

og fik kvalme og kunne ikke komme hurtig nok ned af trapperne igen. 

Så gik han ud i Snarbæk sø, men da vandet nåede ham til halsen, 

kunne han ikke få sig selv til at dukke hovedet under, og hans ben nægtede 

at føre ham længere ud. Han vadede ind igen og måtte hilse på en måbende 

landmand, der senere valgte ikke at fortælle nogen om sit "syn". 

"Nu ved jeg, hvad jeg vil!" tænkte Kragen. "Jeg vil drikke mig ihjel. 

Jeg vil købe to flasker cognac. Dem vil mit svage legeme straks bukke under 
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for!" 

Den dag, han havde valgt som sin sidste, var grå og regnfuld. 

"En god trist dag at rejse herfra!" tænkte han. "Den er så kedelig og 

mørk, at selv fuglene er holdt inde med at synge!" 

Og så købte han to flasker cognac hos købmand Jensen, der også så 

trist ud, og stillede dem på spisebordet i sin lejlighed. 

"Der er ingen grund til at opsætte rejsen!" tænkte han og skænkede et 

stort glas op. 

Han tog nogle kraftige slurke, men mavesækken fortrak sig i forag-

telig krampe. 

"Jeg må hellere lægge en bund!" tænkte han. "Ovre på kroen kan jeg 

få mig et måltid. Det sidste. Penge er jo ikke noget problem. Så kan jeg bag-

efter drikke mig døden til!" 

På kroen bænkede han sig i et lille selskabslokale og følte sig ilde til 

mode. 

"Det er en særlig dag for mig i dag!" betroede han den kraftige kro-

vært, der bredte sig i døråbningen. "Jeg ønsker at fejre den i ensomhed. Giv 

mig de tre bedste retter, I har. Med tilhørende vine. Også de bedste. Tænk 

ikke på prisen!" 

"Det er slået klik for ham!" tænkte kromanden. "Men jeg lader som 

ingenting. Den gnier har jo penge nok!" 

"Jeg skal måske sætte et flag på bordet?" spurgte han og fløjtede 

muntert. 

"Nej tak!" svarede Kragen og tænkte med dystert sind, at så skulle 

det i hvert fald være på halv stang!" 

Kromanden gav bestillingen videre til køkkenet. 

"Hvad spiser en krage?" spurgte kokken. "Ormepaté? Ådselpostej? – 

Nej, ok. Jeg skal nok lave mad, der vil chokere hans forsømte gane!" 

Og det gjorde han. 

Magnus Mikkelsen spiste og drak, så hans blege kinder blev røde 

som en solnedgang på en frostaften. Aldrig havde han smagt noget lignende. 

"Døden kan være svær efter et sådant måltid!" tænkte han. 

Da kromanden kom for at rydde ud efter desserten, fandt han Kragen 

opløst i gråd. 

"Hvad er der i vejen?" spurgte han. 

”Jeg har set Døden!" 

"Døden?" 

"Ja, Døden. Døden venter på mig derude et sted!" påstod han og 

viftede med begge arme, som om han ville flyve væk fra den. 
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"Skal jeg trække for vinduet?" 

"Nej, for den onde!" 

"Fejler De noget alvorligt?" 

Han fik ingen svar, for gæsten drattede ned fra stolen og blev lig-

gende helt stille på gulvet. 

"Er Kragen død?" spurgte kokken, der var kommet til. 

"Nej, Kragen er fuld som en allike. – Vi må hellere få båret den 

hjem!" 

I mangel af bedre rullede de ham ind i den mad- og rødvinsplettede 

dug fra hans bord, og bar ham over vejen op i hans lejlighed. Nøglen fandt 

de i hans lomme. Ingen behøvede at vide, mente de, at kordegnen var død-

drukken. 

Og på den måde skulle Kragen atter se morgendagens lys. Og lyset 

var skarpt. Tømmermændene gjorde ham det klart, at der absolut ingen 

anledning var til yderlige forlængelse af livet. Han tog en slurk af cognacen, 

men hans mave svigtede ham. Han måtte ofre af gårdsdagens ødselhed, og 

selv om han var overbevist om, at hans timeglas her på toilettet nu endelig 

ville rinde ud, så hang han dog fast ved livet. Nogle timer senere drak han 

atter af cognacen, og denne gang gik det bedre. Varmen og afslappelsen 

bredte sig i hans krop, og han følte sig snart helt godt tilpas. 

"Hvorfor ikke tage endnu et sidste pragtmåltid, inden jeg stiger på 

dødens tog!" tænkte han. "Det er jo ikke godt at dø på tom mave, og pen-

gene flyder jo på min bankkonto!" 

Det trak i kromandens ansigt, da han så den ligblege kordegn sidde i 

det mørke selskabslokale i den samme stol, som han aftenen i forvejen var 

skvattet ned fra. 

"Jeg husker ikke, hvordan jeg kom hjem i aftes", sagde Kragen med 

hæs stemme. "Men jeg husker den fremragende mad og vin, der blev serve-

ret her. Jeg ønsker et sådant måltid igen!" 

Kromanden forstod ingenting, men det behøvede han vel heller ikke, 

tænkte han. 

"Har kordegnen også noget at fejre i dag?" spurgte han forsigtigt. 

"På en måde. – Og jeg blev vel heller ikke helt færdig med det, jeg 

skulle fejre i går!" 

"Nej, nej, det gjorde De vel ikke. Jeg skal give besked i køkkenet!" 

Allerede efter forretten og det meste af en flaske hvidvin, syntes Kra-

gen at kunne fornemme englenes nærhed. Han nynnede muntert nogle sørg-

modige salmer og kaldte på kroværten. Han spurgte, om han kunne skaffe 

ham en pianist. Det her gastronomiske vidundermåltid fortjente et kunst-
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nerisk musikalsk arrangement, påstod han opstemt. Men kromanden sagde, 

at pianister ikke var sådan at få fat på. De sov om dagen og var vågne om 

natten. 

"Så væk dem. – Eller ring til organist Hørshom. Ja, for helvede, ring 

til organist Hørsholm og sig, han skal få en god betaling!" 

Organist Hørsholm så søvnig og forvirret ud, da han satte sig til det 

gamle, ustemte klaver. Ligesom kroværten og kokken forstod han ingenting. 

Han var dog ikke i tvivl om, at Magnus Kragh Mikkelsen måtte være blevet 

gal. 

Organistens følsomme klaverspil bevægede kordegnen. Toner af 

Schubert og Mozart svingede over mod hans bord og faldt ind i harmoni 

med smagen af vildtsovs og rund årgangsvin, og da Hørsholm slog over i 

Chopins etude nr. 3, følte Kragen, at han svævede et sted mellem loft og 

gulv i ekstatisk velvære. Han duppede sine øjne med den fedtede serviet, 

mens han med let bævende stemme bad pianisten spille stykket flere gange. 

"Det er svært at dø efter at have hørt den musik!" sagde Magnus 

Mikkelsen til sin våde serviet. 

Hen på eftermiddagen begyndte tårerne for alvor at rulle ned over 

hans kinder, og han begyndte atter at tale om døden. 

"Mit liv har været en fiasko lige siden, jeg blev født, ja måske endnu 

før!" klagede han til kroværten. "Jeg har skuffet mine forældre og mig selv, 

og min gamle bedstemor, som dog ganske vist døde forinden. Jeg har levet i 

mørkets og kuldens klippehule. Ja, jeg har måske overhovedet ikke levet. 

Jeg har frosset og sultet og sparet på mad og varme for at få noget, jeg ikke 

kunne få, ligesom mine forældre led afsavn for noget, de aldrig fik. Jeg er 

blevet hånet og gjort nar af i Herrens eget tempel. Selv Døden gør nar af 

mig nu. Derude står han og griner. Jeg hører og ser ham. Hans tænder er 

store som en hests. Ligesom onkel Peters, den gamle gnier!" 

Kroværten spurgte, om han skulle trække for vinduet, men Kragen 

svarede, at kroværten overhovedet ikke fattede, hvad han mente. Ingen ver-

dens mennesker forstod ham.  

"Spil, spillemand!" råbte han, pludselig opstemt. "Og hent vin, du 

vinbringer. Bring mig vederkvægelse. Kragen skal ikke kravle til dødens 

port! Han skal flyve på beruselsens vinger!" 

"Mon ikke det var på tide at komme til sengs!" foreslog kromanden 

forsigtigt. 

"Kragen er frisk som en havørn!" påstod Kragen irriteret og væltede 

sit glas. 

"Javel, så bringer jeg hr. Krage vin!" 
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Mens Kragen drak mere vin, begyndte hans hjerne at arbejde med 

nye planer. Han kunne jo lige så godt æde og drikke hele sin fede formue 

op, tænkte han. Det var jo ikke bare tørre tal, der stod på hans bankbog. Det 

var røde bøffer, østers, fasaner, laks, kaviar, rejer og vine, der rakte til Him-

len. 

Hans gane havde sovet i over et halvt århundrede, men nu var den 

endelig vækket. Kokken i Snarbæk havde vækket den. Han lavede mad på 

verdensplan. Man havde en gastronomisk perle midt i en gold Vestjydsk 

landsby. Når Magnus engang skulle herfra, ville han være fattig som en kir-

kerotte, men sikkert fed som et slagtesvin. Inden han nåede så langt, ville 

hans gane have følt og fornemmet et utal af fyrstelige madsymfonier, og 

store mestres toner ville have kælet for hans ører. Og de ville blive spillet 

for ham og kun for ham. Børnene i Asien og Afrika ville beklageligvis ikke 

få del i hans fornøjelser og måtte sulte, men det ville de jo nok alligevel. 

Han fortalte organisten og kromanden om sine planer. 

"Jeg vil sige mit job op og komme her hver dag. Jeg vil æde mig gen-

nem pukler af mad og drikke ankre af vin, til min formue er væk. Og når det 

er gjort, skal jeg drage derhen, hvor man hverken tørster eller sulter!" 

Kromanden og organisten forsøgte at snakke ham fra det. Men in-

derst inde syntes de, ideen var god. Her var jo penge at tjene. Og kroen gik 

ikke alt for godt i forvejen. Så de håbede, at han ikke ville lytte til deres 

gode råd, og det gjorde han heller ikke, for han faldt i søvn hen over bordet 

uden at have forstået, hvad de to usikre rådgivere vejledte ham til. 

Kromanden og kokken blev enige om, at de lige så godt kunne lade 

ham sove på kroen, da han jo alligevel dagen efter ufortrødent skulle æde og 

drikke videre. 

Og sådan gik den ene dag efter den anden. 

Kokken improviserede med sine retter, eksperimenterede med nye, 

kromanden bestilte gamle slotsvine, og Magnus fornemmede, smagte, drak 

og nikkede og anerkendte. 

Det rygtedes snart, at byens kordegn sad på kroen hver dag og drak. 

Forstyrret i hovedet havde han altid været. Nu var han også blevet fordruk-

ken. 

Pastor Bøgholt opsøgte den vildfarne sjæl på kroen og søgte at få 

ham til at opgive sit drikkeri og vende tilbage til den forladte fold. 

Men kordegnen havde truffet sin beslutning. 

Præsten prækede for ham i godt tre kvarter, men Kragen var med 

årene blevet immun over for pastorens retorik og gentog, at intet kunne æn-

dres.  
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"Min fastetid i livet har varet længe nok!” sagde han og kikkede i ret-

ning af pastorens ansigt. "Nu fejrer jeg festerne, som jeg aldrig blev indbudt 

til!" 

Præsten rystede opgivende på hovedet og forlod kroen. 

"Hans forstand er gået i hårknude!" sagde han stille. "Vi burde have 

gjort noget for ham for længst. Nu må Herren lede ham!" 

Som ugerne gik blev Kragens tøj for trangt. Han bulede ud både her 

og der. Ansigtet havde skiftet kulør. Det var ikke længere blegt og sygeligt. 

Organisten og kromanden sørgede for, at han fik et helt nyt sæt tøj. 

Et lyst sæt. De holdt et stort spejl op foran ham. 

"Den mørke mand er forsvundet. Pist væk!" sagde Kragen og vendte 

og drejede sig foran det store spejl, som kromanden og kokken holdt op for-

an ham, og som han insisterede på, de ikke måtte fjerne lige med det samme. 

"Jeg kunne tænke mig at komme ud at danse et sted!" sagde han 

eftertænksomt. "Bare en enkelt gang. Jeg har aldrig prøvet at danse!" 

Men kromanden og organisten talte ham fra det. De mente, det var 

bedst, han blev på kroen. Folk ville ellers bare snakke endnu mere. Han kun-

ne jo heller ikke danse. Så var det bedre, de fik fat på Mette Andersen fra 

Kostrup. Hun ville gerne svinge om, og for en mindre sum var hun sikkert 

villig til at undervise ham en time eller to om ugen. 

Et par dage efter ankom Mette Andersen ved middagstid. Hun var 

lille og trind og ikke nogen Hollywoodstjerne, men hendes humør fejlede ik-

ke noget. 

"De kalder mig Kragen!" sagde Kragen, da de havde sat sig til bords. 

"Fordi jeg er mørkklædt og trist. Men se på mig nu. Jeg er lys. Nu kan de 

kalde mig mågen. Det passer også bedre, for jeg er født ved Vesterhavet. 

"Mig kalder de Halte-Mette, fordi jeg trækker lidt på det ene ben!" 

sagde hun og lo højt. "Men jeg kan danse. Se!" 

Hun rejste sig fra bordet og tog nogle dansetrin. 

"Menneskene har travlt med at genere hinanden!" fastslog Magnus. 

Der blev trukket for vinduerne, og organisten var klar ved klaveret. 

De startede med vals, men det gik ikke godt. Han blev svimmel og 

måtte sætte sig i en stol, indtil lokalet atter stod stille for hans blik. 

"Så tager vi en, hvor vi ikke drejer så meget rundt!" foreslog Mette 

og trak ham ud på gulvet igen. 

Han havde svært ved at klare trinnene. Ædru var han ikke, men ved 

hvert fejltrin morede de sig begge. Og kådheden og pjatteriet tog til. 

"De er værre end børn!" tænkte organisten og slog med vilje falske 

toner på klaveret for at bringe fjaset til ophør. Men det hjalp ikke. Han måtte 
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trøste sig med, at han fik rigelig betaling for at udholde det berusede par. 

Efter tre kvarters tid var Kragen træt og forpustet. 

"Nu må vi have noget mere vin!" sagde han. "Så kan vi fortsætte med 

at danse i morgen!" 

Og dagen efter kom Mette igen og spiste og drak med ham, og senere 

dansede de i salen. 

"Hun svinger rundt med Kragen, så fjerene står ud til alle sider!" sag-

de kokken, der stak hovedet ind. 

"Ja, han har efterhånden fået mange fjer på!" sagde kroværten. 

Månederne gik. 

Kragen måtte have sit nye lyse tøj syet ud for at kunne være i det. 

Hver dag satte Mette og Magnus tre af køkkenets gastronomiske 

kunstværker til livs og drak udsøgte årgangsvine, mens de lyttede til smæg-

tende toner. Bagefter dansede de og trampede rundt og morede sig. Han 

kunne snakke i èt rask væk om ting, han ikke var klar over, han vidste noget 

om, og Mette lo, når han sagde noget morsomt, og det var han ikke vant til, 

at nogen gjorde. 

"Den organist kan ikke undgå at komme i Himlen med den musik, 

han leverer!" sagde han en gang imellem, når vinen løftede ham højt. 

Og hun morede sig hver gang. 

Og Hørsholm søgte at undgå at vise afsky for de berusedes kvalmen-

de bemærkninger og komplimenter. 

En dag syntes han, parret var blevet for vammelt, og hidsigt slog han 

over i "Højt på en gren en krage sad”, mens han sang med overdreven høj 

stemme. 

Magnus stivnede. 

"Nu er den stakkel krage", lød det. "simsalabimbambassaladusala-

dim. Nu er den stakkel krage død!” 

Kragen var vred. Det sås på hans ansigtsfarve. Han rejste sig og gik 

over til organisten. 

"Den slags perfide hentydninger finder jeg mig ikke i!" råbte han og 

slog næven hårdt mod klaveret, så alle tonerne vibrerede. 

Organist Hørsholm så bleg og utryg ud. 

Kragen havde aldrig skældt nogen ud før, og han havde heller aldrig 

oplevet, at nogen viste tegn på frygt for ham. Hørsholm forklarede stam-

mende, at han bare havde følt sig grebet af stemningen og kun ville tage del 

i den. 

"Men kragen – den stakkel krage skulle absolut slås ihjel!" råbte Kra-

gen vredt. "Her mens vi morede os allermest!" 
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Organisten slog blikket ned og begyndte at spille Chopins etude nr. 3, 

og Magnus satte sig hen til sit bord, hvor beundringen for hans mandige 

fremtoning slog ham i møde. 

"Og pas på for eftertiden!" råbte han og vendte sig mod klaveret. 

"Der er andre pianister her på egnen!" 

Men en sen efterårsdag midt i en vals af Strauss blev Kragen syg og 

måtte indlægges. Det var noget med leveren. Den havde ikke kunnet følge 

med Kragen i hans glædesruser og gjorde nu oprør. 

Tilfældet viste sig at være langt alvorligere end først antaget, så Mag-

nus blev overflyttet til en afdeling, hvor lægerne rynkede panden og syge-

plejerskerne så opgivende ud. Kragen ville berolige dem alle og sagde, at 

han ikke var bange for at se døden i øjnene. Han havde alligevel længe søgt 

at komme herfra ved egen hjælp, men havde ikke haft heldet med sig. 

Men da han havde ligget alene nogen tid, gik det op for ham, at han 

ikke var rejseklar endnu. Han kunne godt bruge et par måneder mere. Den 

sidste tid havde han jo virkelig levet. Han havde danset, han havde vist, at 

han kunne være mandig og bestemt, han havde moret sig, ja, han havde 

endda været morsom, og så var han blevet forelsket, mente han. 

Han tilkaldte overlægen og meddelte, at han havde ombestemt sig. 

Han ville alligevel helst ikke dø. Det måtte lægen endelig sørge for, at han 

ikke gjorde. Lægen svarede, at læger altid gjorde, hvad de kunne, men Kra-

gens lever arbejdede jo forræderisk mod hans egen krop. 

Hun kom hver dag og besøgte ham og sagde, at hun ikke kunne 

undvære ham, og en dag, da han havde høj feber, friede han til hende. 

Kragen lovede at blive rask. 

Men hans tilstand forværredes for hver dag. 

Han talte i vildelse og fablede noget om, at pianist Hørsholm skulle 

komme og spille for ham. Så kunne han bedre slappe af. Det trykkede i hans 

hoved, selv om det var leveren, det var galt med. 

Mette forelagde overlægen patientens ønske. 

"Vi kan da ikke slæbe et piano op på 8. etage, hvor folk er syge og 

skal have ro!" sagde overlægen tålmodigt. "Det næste bliver vel, at fru Han-

sen skal have et hornorkester op på afdeling 14 til hendes dårlige blind-

tarm!" 

Mette blev vred på overlægen og skældte ham ud. Tidspunktet var 

for alvorligt til den slags vitser. 

Hun foreslog, at man bar patienten ned i festlokalet, hvor der stod et 

flygel. Men det ville overlægen heller ikke høre tale om. Hvis Magnus 

Kragh døde i festlokalet, uden at der var lægelige hjælpemidler i umiddelbar 
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nærhed, ville pressen være der på minuttet. 

"Syge folk skal ikke dø til musik i et festlokale på et sygehus!" sagde 

han. 

Men Mette gav ikke op. Forelskelsen gjorde hende stædig. Sammen 

med kromanden og kokken blev Kragen i et lagen ved nattetide smuglet ned 

i sygehusets festsal, hvor Hørsholm sad ved flyglet. 

I godt en halv time lykkedes det i ubemærkethed at give Magnus 

"kunstig musikalsk åndedræt". Episoden blev opdaget, og sagen fik et efter-

spil. 

Det var en kendsgerning, at Kragen herefter fik det bedre. Om det var 

pianospillet, der var årsagen, kan man selvfølgelig ikke vide noget om. Men 

Magnus blev rask efter et par måneder, og for resten af sin formue rejste han 

og Mette til Grækenland på ferie, og her fik han sine kræfter tilbage. Alko-

hol måtte han ikke røre mere, men den havde han heller ikke brug for. Nu 

havde han Mette og livet – og dansen. For nu gik de til dans to gange om 

ugen. Han fik sit gamle job i kirken tilbage, og hans stemme svigtede aldrig 

mere. Krage-navnet forsvandt. Folk glemte det. 

"Nu er Kragen endelig død!" sagde Magnus en dag til sin kone. 

"Ja, nu er den stakkels krage død!" 

 

 

 
Chewing Test for Intelligence 

 
Aaron Sloman 

(Birmingham University) 

 

 

It is rumored that All Souls College (Oxford) selects Fellows by 

inviting the best applicants for dinner in College, and serving cherry pie for 

desert, in a rimless bowl. The Fellows, but not the candidates, get portions 

of pie containing only previously stoned cherries. The candidates have to 

deal with the cherry stones (i.e. the pips).
1
 

                                                 
1
 As far as I know the college has never been so heartless as to transfer the 

stones removed from Fellows' cherries to portions of pie served to the hap-

less candidates. 
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The candidates who manage to cope with the stones until they can 

discretely dispose of them are obviously the pick of the bunch, since manag-

ing a mouthful of pips without swallowing any, while swallowing the deli-

cious cherry flesh and pie filling, and engaging in profound conversation in 

between chewing or swallowing, is clearly a mark of great intelligence, as 

will be affirmed by all roboticists who have attempted to design robots cap-

able of passing such a test. 

I don't expect All Souls College to be prepared to spend time testing 

robots, and I don't expect robot designers to invest their ingenuity in design-

ing robots that are not only highly intelligent, but also capable of sitting, 

eating and talking in a typical Oxford college chair. So I have devised a 

modified version of the test that is slightly more flexible, and much cheaper 

than the All Souls test. Moreover, no cherry pies need be harmed in this test, 

which also avoids the risk of breakage of precious rimless desert bowls. 

The new test is applied to both humans and robots. It requires robots 

to have a human-like mouth (which most humans have by default), includ-

ing tongue, lips, teeth, jaw mechanism, and a waste outlet for chewed cherry 

flesh. Passing the test involves being able to put N cherries in one's mouth, 

chew them, and swallow the cherry flesh without swallowing or otherwise 

disposing of any of the stones, or breaking any parts of the mouth. A weaker 

version of the test could allow one or more teeth to be broken on impact 

with a cherry stone. How the number N is selected is explained below. 

Obviously designers will not be allowed to submit robots with spe-

cial oral apparatus designed only to perform this task, though selection of 

required collateral capabilities is a task for the future. It might, for example, 

include checking whether the number of cherries in one's mouth is a prime 

number. 

A wide variety of humans of varying shapes, sizes, ages, and cul-

tures, will first be given this test, with N = 1, then 2, then 3, etc. until it is 

clear which value of N is the largest that the majority of the tested humans 

can cope with. Let's call that Nh. (Some further work is required to specify 

what should count as coping with N cherries in this context. A possibility 

might be managing to deal with N cherries and then going on to perform 

normal robot functions, such as cleaning carpets. A more challenging ver-

sion would require both to be done in parallel). 

Pilot experiments suggest that Nh is likely to exceed 5, with cherries 

of types I have encountered. It may well turn out that the value of Nh is 

highly culture-dependent, being very low for cultures deprived of cherries 

and much higher for cultures with a passion for listening to poetry readings 
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while eating cherries from a bag, at performances where cherry stone recep-

tacles are not provided. 

Readers wishing to propose a specific target value for Nh should 

email me, citing evidence. Perhaps future research will reveal an algebraic 

formula for deriving Nh from demographic data. In that case, instead of 

there being only one Chewing test for intelligence we shall have Chewing 

tests for English intelligence, for Scottish intelligence, for Indian intelli-

gence, etc. 

Robot candidates for this test will also be given variants of the test 

with N cherries, including N = 1, 2, 3, etc. up to Nh, or some higher value 

(in the interests of scientific research rather than testing for intelligence). 

Future research will be required in order to select the appropriate value for 

robots manufactured, or designed, in one culture and tested in another. 

Alternatively it may be possible to devise procedures for robot brainwashing 

to ensure that each machine is tested using the value of Nh relevant to its 

current place of employment. 

Those that cope – discretely (remember) – with Nh cherries will be 

deemed to have passed the Chewing test. Any robot designer at least 30 % 

of whose robots manage to pass the test will be acknowledged as an intel-

ligent robot designer. (A future wealthy sponsor may be willing to provide 

suitable plaques to be awarded). 

Since I don't expect any robots able to take part in this test will exist 

for at least 10 years, and those will all fail, I suggest that the test be adver-

tised and run once every 10 years till the end of the century. At that stage an 

international Chewing Test panel (containing humans and some robot 

philosophers if any have been produced by then) will decide whether and 

how the process should continue in the next century. If no humans are still 

alive on this planet by then, the panel may contain only robots interested in 

this problem.
1
 

 

 

 

PS: If that stage arrives, the next level on the ladder to demonstration 

of Genuine Artificial Intelligence (GAI) will be demonstrating the ability to 

speak with tongue in cheek, as humans often do. 

 

 

                                                 
1
 This dripped out of the Meta-Morphogenesis project. 
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L’architettura dell’edilizia residenziale pubblica 

 
Benedetto Gravagnuolo 

 

 

Questo intrigante ed interessante lavoro
1
 non è, come alcuni libri o 

film, “a lieto fine”. Prende atto di un duro presente, dei suoi mali. E tuttavia 

nemmeno chiude senza speranze. Tutt‟altro; una vena positiva ed ottimista 

lo attraversa tutto, dall‟inizio alla fine. 

E‟ illuminante nel farci meglio comprendere l‟identità e le problema-

tiche della città contemporanea e della sua genesi. 

La ricerca e la comprensione possono aiutarci a risolvere, fin dove è, 

e sarà possibile, i nodi irrisolti, a cercare di migliorarli e mitigarli o comun-

que a prenderne coscientemente atto. “Dai frutti si riconoscono gli alberi”. 

Il concetto di “città” assume oggi certamente un significato ben di-

verso da quello che per decenni ci è stato nozionisticamente dato. 

Alle soglie del Terzo Millennio i problemi economici, sociali, geo-

politici, la crescita esponenziale delle infrastrutture, dei servizi, delle reti, 

dei luoghi e dei collegamenti fisici e non, i media, il computer di massa, la 

conoscenza e lo scambio via internet, “il villaggio globale”, ecc., ecc. im-

pongono una completa ri-visitazione e ri-definizione del concetto di “città”. 

La città, che sia il piccolo centro o la grande metropoli, è il suo nu-

cleo originario, lo sviluppo urbano intorno ad esso nei secoli, le espansioni 

dell‟Ottocento e del Novecento, ma anche la periferia moderna e contem-

poranea, i quartieri dormitorio, i “buchi neri”, i luoghi irrisolti che ancora 

aspettano una soluzione. 

Lo studio rivolge lo sguardo e focalizza quindi il passato “prossimo” 

della città e della metropoli moderna e contemporanea e non quello “remo-

to” della città storica, anche se le relazioni tra le parti sono più strette di 

quanto ci si possa immaginare. 

Vengono analizzati i cambiamenti che hanno caratterizzato gli ultimi 

decenni: 

 

                                                 
1 Maria de Fatima Sabaini Gama L’architettura dell’edilizia residenziale pubblica e 

la construzione della città moderna e contemporanea, Gangemi 2012, pp. 126. 
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 la gravissima crisi economica a livello mondiale, la 

crisi e la caduta delle certezze sulle fonti energetiche tradizio-

nali e non rinnovabili, le politiche energetiche nazionali; 

 la scomparsa di classi sociali (la classe operaia e 

contadina in Italia); la esasperazione delle differenze in alcuni 

casi e nazioni; 

 la rivoluzione informatica e digitale ed il differente 

nuovo ruolo della comunicazione; 

 gli spostamenti continui dei capitali e degli inves-

timenti da un luogo all‟altro della Terra con antiche e storiche 

fabbriche che chiudono, società che si impoveriscono, antiche 

e vecchie città che muoiono da una parte e da un‟altra parte, 

nuove fabbriche che aprono, società che si arricchiscono, 

nuove città che nascono, a volte velocemente e come funghi. 

 

Le politiche dei singoli Stati devono fare i conti oramai con queste 

problematiche e si è rotto, scollegato il tradizionale rapporto tra la politica 

locale e nazionale, chi la amministra e la gestisce e la base elettorale, i par-

titi, i sindacati, espressione democratica di un popolo che non è più sovrano. 

Tutto è al sopra di tutti e le scelte sono portate sempre più in alto ed 

ad una altezza irraggiungibile da parte dei più deboli. 

Certamente non esistono più, in ogni senso, oppure sono state note-

volmente ridimensionate, le politiche nazionali dei singoli Stati che ammi-

nistrano, progettano ed investono in maniera autonoma e scissa uno dagli 

altri. 

Ogni Stato è oramai solo la perla di una collana o il pezzo di un 

puzzle spesso complesso che non si riesce a chiudere. Tanto ciò è vero che 

la crisi economica di un solo Stato membro europeo rischia di far sfilacciare 

l‟intera collana quantunque preziosa e faticosamente costruita in decenni e 

decenni. 

La metodologia di ricerca non è rigorosamente ed esclusivamente ri-

conducibile all‟ambito storiografico né a quello urbanistico né a quello com-

positivo nel senso di univocità disciplinare; al contrario, la metodologia è 

aperta e tutte le include, le analizza, le sviscera. 

Le percorre trasversalmente tutte sia in senso deduttivo che induttivo. 

Si aggiunga a ciò una valenza in più: in questa ricerca entrano in 

gioco analisi, considerazioni e riflessioni di economia politica e di politiche 

economiche le quali hanno oramai un ruolo sempre più determinante e 

fondamentale nelle politiche insediative, urbanistiche, energetiche e finan-
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che nelle scelte progettuali (scelta del progettista “archistar” o non “archi-

star”, dimensioni e carattere dell‟opera, tecnologie e materiali dell‟involucro 

edilizio, linguaggio, segni, simboli, messaggi, ecc.). 

I tempi sono radicalmente cambiati. 

Alla facilità, a volte leggerezza, a volte spreco in tempi passati nell‟ 

elargire finanziamenti pubblici, prima a “fiumi”, poi a “pioggia” sono gioco-

forza subentrate politiche di cautela e di investimenti mirati e sempre più 

ridotti. 

Vengono centellinate, minuziosamente e preventivamente esaminate 

e valutate le iniziative, le proposte, i tipi di intervento, fatte analisi costi-

benefici, piani di ammortamento, convenienze economiche. La qualità pro-

gettuale è stata messa in un angolo ed ha una voce sempre più piccola e 

fioca nel discorso generale. 

Le parole d‟ordine sono allora “Austerity”, “Spending Review”; per 

portare avanti le iniziative ed i progetti bisogna fare ricorso ai contributi dei 

privati attraverso i processi e l‟istituto del “Project Financing”. 

Spesso, quando tutto è già chiaro e deciso, si sceglie l‟autorevole e 

forte voce di un‟“archistar” selezionata oculatamente dallo star–system, per 

dare “legittimazione culturale” ad operazioni già decise in altre sedi e con 

altre finalità. Un progettista autorevole offre ampie garanzie per il successo 

dell‟operazione, anche con procedure di deroga amministrative, normative 

ed urbanistiche. Eccezioni che confermano le regole. 

Molti sono i punti di forza di questo libro che di seguito si elencano e 

si analizzano: 
 

 il ruolo fondamentale del Razionalismo nel disegno 

della città moderna, nelle sue evoluzioni, trasformazioni, am-

pliamenti, addizioni, ecc.; 

 la questione dell‟alloggio razionalista, dell‟existenz 

minimum, della riformulazione del concetto di abitare; 

 il rapporto alloggio-edificio, edificio-quartiere, quar-

tiere-città in una scala e ad una dimensione crescente  tuttavia 

omogenea e coerente dal punto di vista compositivo-proget-

tuale, tecnologico, ideologico in un processo lineare scalare 

che l‟autrice autorevolmente conosce e governa; 

 analisi delle diverse specificità ed identità del Razio-

nalismo le quali, pur partendo dallo stesso tronco, si confi-

gurano come diversi rami, forse meglio dire anime; un‟anima 
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tedesca, un‟anima francese, un‟anima svizzera, un‟anima itali-

ana ciascuna diversa dalle altre. 
 

Se l‟Ottocento in Europa è stato il secolo della nascita della città 

moderna, dei suoi servizi ed infrastrutture, del ridisegno urbano, delle poli-

tiche di igiene edilizia, delle piazze, delle strade, delle metropolitane, delle 

grandi stazioni ferroviarie, delle fontane e dei rettilinei viali alberati, il 

Novecento, ed i suoi circa quattro decenni razionalisti, è stato il secolo delle 

fondazioni di nuove città e quartieri, delle politiche di dare un alloggio a 

tutti. 

Per molti politici, governanti, urbanisti, architetti, per i Maestri del 

Razionalismo Le Corbusier, Gropius, Mies van der Rohe, oltre che una ri-

cerca ideologica ed operativa-progettuale fu come una missione, una voca-

zione messianica. 

Ci fu, allora, l‟illusione di voler cambiare il 

mondo attraverso e con l‟architettura; il sogno di 

eliminare ogni differenza, difficoltà, di dare dignità 

abitativa e quindi esistenziale (per citare Heidegger) 

ad ogni individuo, ad ogni famiglia. Erano maturi i 

tempi per attuare e concretamente realizzare le uto-

pie di Owen, Fourier, e così via. 

Questo sogno si è purtroppo infranto in Euro-

pa tra la fine degli anni ‟50 e gli anni ‟60 allor-

quando i moderni quartieri nelle periferie della prin-

cipali città europee reclamavano la soluzione di 

problemi non risolti sia al loro interno che nella rela-

zione con la città storica ed i tessuti urbani consolidati nei secoli. 

La città – alla pari di un complesso organismo vivente – è fatta di 

parti intimamente legate tra di loro, anche se, per diverse tipologie edilizie e 

costruttive, età degli edifici, qualità urbana ed architettonica, ceti sociali, li-

velli economici e culturali, ecc. 

Sicché l‟eventuale male di una sua singola parte si riflette inevi-

tabilmente sul tutto e lo mette in sofferenza. 

Il libro si pone inoltre con atteggiamento critico verso talune politi-

che urbanistiche passate e recenti, apprezzandone alcune, condannandone 

altre. 

Prende purtroppo atto del crescente e continuo disinteresse degli Stati 

e dei Governi centrali, quali entità e strutture pubbliche, verso talune proble-

matiche, della loro irrisolvibilità. 
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Prende altresì atto, causa i gravissimi problemi economici mondiali, 

europei ed italiani, dell‟indebolimento dello Stato Sociale o Welfare e della 

conseguente difficoltà nell‟agire, a fondo perduto, verso le classi sociali 

meno abbienti sia in termini di assistenza sociale, sanitaria e previdenziale 

sia nelle politiche di nuovi investimenti nell‟edilizia residenziale pubblica. 

La convenienza economica è l‟imperativo che presiede ad ogni scel-

ta. 

L‟immenso patrimonio edilizio di edilizia residenziale pubblica rea-

lizzato nell‟ultimo secolo, sia pure con le dovute differenze nazionali, terri-

toriali, appartenenze giuridico – amministrative, culturali, ecc. pone oggi pe-

santi interrogativi di fronte alle crescenti domande di adeguamenti, rinno-

vamenti, ripristini, ecc.: che cosa farne? Cederlo? Alienarlo? Demolirlo? 

Trasformarlo? 

Per molti è una operazione a perdere e và abbandonato a se stesso 

fino a quando non imploderà al suo interno e cederà per entropia. 

Per altri occorre intervenire e rilanciarlo. Per altri ancora occorre sal-

vare quantomeno le testimonianze storiche di felici periodi dell‟architettura 

moderna e contemporanea, molte volte riportate in libri e riviste ma non 

vincolate e non tutelate sicché vulnerabili e modificabili da chiunque. 

Finita la stagione razionalista, sono finiti anche i sogni razionalisti e 

tutto ciò che essi incarnavano. 

“Il sonno della ragione genera mostri” ammoniva Goya. 

Ed in ciò trova una delle tante spiegazioni il degrado urbanistico, 

sociale e morale di molti quartieri e di molte periferie moderne. 

Molto spazio viene dato nel libro al recupero urbano, ai diversi modi 

di intercettare esigenze e problematiche in differenti contesti e quindi di 

prospettare possibili soluzioni. 

In molti casi le soluzioni non esistono oppure sono ridottissime e dra-

stiche da prendere. 

Certamente il lavoro qui svolto apre scenari nuovi e pone quesiti ai 

quali siamo chiamati tutti a rispondere e dare conto … addetti ai lavori 

(architetti, urbanisti, pianificatori, ecc.), classe politica, amministratori, ope-

ratori economici, sociali, culturali. 

L‟architettura, la città fa parte della vita, sono il manifestarsi stesso 

della vita dell‟uomo e della società e quindi sono tanto più valide e durature 

quanto più aderenti ai bisogni ed alle necessità funzionali, fisiche, psicolo-

giche e spirituali dell‟uomo e della società stessa in un tempo ed in un luogo 

e sono il frutto di diffusa condivisione. 
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Nell‟attuale panorama nazionale ed internazionale questo lavoro si 

pone come nuova lettura dei recenti fenomeni urbani ed una critica rifles-

sione sul come comprenderne le complessità e nel prospettare soluzioni. 
 

 

 

Hugh Steinmetz 
 

Andrey Henkin 

 

 

In Spring 2016 Storyville Records released August 1966 Jazzhus 

Montmartre, the debut performance of saxophonist John Tchicai‟s Cadentia 

Nova Danica (CND). The group, an important European large emsemble, 

has tumbled into obscurity compared to the Globe Unity Orchestra or Mike 

Westbrook Concert Band due to both its recordings (Cadentia Nova Danica, 

Polydor, 1968 and Afrodisiaca, MPS, 1969) being long out of print. The 

group featured a number of Danish players, some lost to history and others 

whose work continued. One of the latter is trumpeter Hugh Steinmetz. 

Steinmetz was born February 15
th

, 1943 in Copenhagen. Like other 

native players, the trumpeter was heavily influenced by visiting Americans 

who played at Jazzhus Montmartre. As he related, “I do not think the influ-

ence from American musicians settling in Copenhagen has been overstated 

... Youngsters like me, who more or less „lived‟ in Montmartre like it was 

our second home, got to know and make friends with the American guests 

pretty well. We were very young, naive and inexperienced and the meeting 

with, for example, Dexter Gordon opened up a totally new world and vocab-

ulary. I remember that when he explained the expression „mother......‟ for us, 

it left us totally flabbergasted”. 

Steinmetz got his first trumpet at 14, inspired by the music of Louis 

Armstrong. He learned jazz via New Orleans standards, moved on to Miles 

Davis and John Coltrane, finally falling into the music of Ornette Coleman 

and his trumpeter Don Cherry. “The group The Contemporary Jazz Quartet 

with (alto saxophonist) Franz Beckerlee, me, (bassist) Steffen Andersen and 

various drummers was the first group in Denmark to play almost all of Or-

nette Coleman‟s compositions of that time”, Steinmetz recalled. It was with 

this group, that Steinmetz made his recording debut, waxing Action in 1964 

with American drummer Sunny Murray (at that time part of the Albert Ay-

ler/Don Cherry Quartet) and as The Contemporary Jazz Quintet (with tenor 
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saxophonist Niels Harrit added) in 1968, both for the Debut label, which 

also released Steinmetz‟s first LP as a leader, NU!, in 1966 (only tangential-

ly related to the Charles Mingus/Max Roach imprint of the same name, 

Fantasy Records licensing the name and some of the U.S. releases to Danish 

bookseller Ole Westergaard). 

Steinmetz and Andersen went on to work with CND from its foun-

ding. The influence of Tchicai, who had spent several years in New York 

City as part of The New Thing, was the next stepping stone for Steinmetz. 

“As a whole the Copenhagen jazz scene was very reluctant to accept The 

New Thing or free jazz and John was not afraid to demonstrate his frustra-

tion”, said Steinmetz. “One day he showed up in the radio canteen and 

smashed his saxophone and flute and several trays with drinking glasses on 

the floor while shouting his displeasure at all the radio bosses in the room, I 

was there myself experiencing the whole scene, because it was during a 

break of recordings for a broadcast of some of my compositions with The 

Radio Jazz Group. The demonstration paid off after all, later John and I was 

signed up as leaders and composers of a new Radio Orchestra, the at-that-

time 25 piece orchestra Cadentia Nova Danica with regular weekly rehears-

als and regular monthly broadcasts”. 

Steinmetz was among the few Danish musicians to become part of 

the fabric of the larger European free jazz scene. German saxophonist Peter 

Brötzmann hired him to tour around Germany, which led to participation in 

the seminal FMPLP European Echoes led by German trumpeter Manfred 

Schoof, featuring players from Holland, Germany, Switzerland, England, 

Belgium and Italy. The Afrodisiaca LP was produced by Joachim Berendt, 

who invited Steinmetz to be part of The Baden-Baden Free Jazz Orchestra, 

that worked with the visiting Art Ensemble of Chicago and released Gittin’ 

To Know Y’All (MPS, 1969) and a variation of which appeared on the boot-

leg festival LP Born Free Scout, 1970). 

His star seemingly on the rise, Steinmetz‟s career was put on indefi-

nite hold in 1975. “I had a severe and complicated surgery in the sinuses 

after which the doctors grounded me as a trumpet player”, he recalled. “That 

depressed me so much that I completely withdrew from making music. For 

some years I worked in various fields: accountant/cashier in a craftsman 

company, sound engineer and cameraman in a film production company and 

for a period even as a taxi driver”. In 1982 he “decided to go back to making 

music and to start all over again from scratch. I began to study at The Insti-

tute of Musical Science at The University of Copenhagen and finished in 

1990 with an M.D. During that time I started to play trumpet with The Uni-
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versity Big Band and I realized that the scars from the surgery had healed so 

much that I could continue to play trumpet again”. Since that time, Stein-

metz has come back to recording, making albums with his old friend from 

CND and late „60s-early „70s psychedelic rock band Burnin Red Ivanhoe, 

alto saxophonist Karsten Vogel, and leading his own groups like Communio 

Musica and his Octet, which released its debut of Steinmetz originals in 

2012. 

Steinmetz aims to be varied in his musical output: “In Denmark there 

is a tendency to put people in boxes with labels. Once you have been labeled 

for example a „free jazz pioneer‟, God help you if you write and play tho-

roughly composed and written music. However, I totally refuse to be put in-

to a box and I try to play and write new compositions all the time ... I play 

free jazz and standard jazz with equal pleasure and I compose „free fantasy 

compositions‟ as well as Thad Jones-style compositions for big band”. 

 

Recommended Listening: Contemporary Jazz Quartet – Action: The 

Original Debut Recordings (Debut-SteepleChase, 1964/1967); Hugh 

Steinmetz – NU! (Debut-SteepleChase, 1966); Cadentia Nova Danica – 

August 1966: Jazzhus Montmartre (Storyville, 1966); Communio Musica – 

Gate of Changes (Olufsen, 1997); Hugh Steinmetz Quartet – Janus Head 

(CIM, 2002-03); Hugh Steinmetz Sextet – The Cherry Blossom (Hummin‟, 

2007). 
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Happiness 
 

Else Mogensen 

 

 

Is happiness only found 

in the sphere round 

when the cosmic era 

is in harmony 

No, επι θρένα πίζηιος ορμη 

       epÍ fréna pístios hórmæ 

onrush of knowledge into the mind 

is happiness 

 

For hedonists the outcome 

when all desires are met 

is happiness complete and sweet 

as if you were a pig 

But επι θρένα πίζηιος ορμη 

       epÍ fréna pístios hórmæ 

onrush of knowledge into the mind 

is happiness 

 

Does a life full of good deeds 

make for happiness 

governed by reason and virtue? 

so the eudaemonists 

But επι θρένα πίζηιος ορμη 

       epÍ fréna pístios hórmæ 

onrush of knowledge into the mind 

is happiness 

 

Modern man will have it 

that rectitude 

comprehension of your place 

is a happy life 
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But επι θρένα πίζηιος ορμη 

       epÍ fréna pístios hórmæ 

onrush of knowledge into the mind 

is happiness 

 

Everyone seeks happiness 

not illusion 

the key word is intellect 

for true happiness 

For επι θρένα πίζηιος ορμη 

       epÍ fréna pístios hórmæ 

onrush of knowledge into the mind 

is happiness 

 

The goal for all is happiness 

and so logic says 

the intellect fulfil goals 

and so causes happiness 

Ergo, επι θρένα πίζηιος ορμη 

       epÍ fréna pístios hórmæ 

onrush of knowledge into the mind 

is happiness 

 

If you can contemplate 

prepare your mind 

for an onrush of notions 

happiness is yours 

For επι θρένα πίζηιος ορμη 

       epÍ fréna pístios hórmæ 

onrush of knowledge into the mind 

is happiness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://soundcloud.com/renemogensenmusic/happiness 

https://soundcloud.com/renemogensenmusic/happiness
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Lærke Lauta “The Woods are lovely, dark and deep” 
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